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Abstract
Engaging in sport is a meaningful occupation that has been shown to be
therapeutically beneficial to the psychological well being of at}Ietes with body
impairments. There may be differcnces in the impact of sport on attrletes with congenital
and those with acquired body impairments due to the differing nature of a justnent to
impainnent in these two populations. This study explored the differences in the
psychological well being between athtetes with acquired body impdirments and athletes
with congenital body imFairments. This study also attempted to determine if there is a
relationship between level of competition in sport and psychological well being in both
populations. fr
Twenty-four athletes from fiG adaptddittrtetic frogram.-**piet"d u
demographic survey, the Adult Self-Perception profi.le, and the profile of Mood States.
There were no sigrificant differences in psych6logical well being between athletes with
congenital body impairments and athletes with acquired body impairments. There were
no sipificant relationships between level of competition in sport and psychological well
being. The results ofthis Study may have been affected by an unequal distribution of
athletes among the various competition levels.
The information obtained from this study suggests that further research in this
area is needed to gain insight about the impact of lhe occupation of sport on athletes with
body impairments. In addition, the rs5ults 5rrggest orat therapists should use client-
centered therapy, based on each individual's needs and abilities, when working with
clients in this population.
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Chapter I
lntroduction
occupational rherapy uses occupation as a therapeutic medium, or ..means", as
well as the goal, or "ends", in therapy for clients with body suuctule and/or function
impairments. The occupation used in therapy mus be meaningfirl to the client in order
for the therapy to be effective (Kielhofrrer, 1997). sport is a beneficial and meaningflrt
occupation in the lives ofa rarge number ofpeople including individuars with body
structure"and/or firnction impairrnent!. Therbfore, occufatirinal therhpists may use sport
participation as an agent for change, as well as a goal, in therapy for individuars who find
the occupation meaningfirl. rn order for occufationar therapiss to use sport as a
therapeutic medium, a clearer understanding of the effects of sport on individuals with
congenital body stnrcture and/or firnction impairment (hereafter referred to as congenital
body impairment) as compared to individuals with acquirc.d body structure and./or
firnction impairment @ereafter referred to as acquired body impairment) is needed.
Sport is an occupation that has been shown to be beneficial to the social
integratioq physical abilities, self-efficacy, mood, self-esteern, mastery, and
psychological well being of individuals with impairments (campbell & Jones, 1994;
Castango,200l; HansorL Nabavi, & Yuen, 2000; Martin & Mushet! 1996; paulsen,
French & Sherill, 1990). Individuals with congenital and acquired body impairments may
react ditrerently to sport participation due to the varying nature and psychological impact
of the impairment. Individuals with acquired body impairments are forced to cope with a
new life situation and altered self-perception that accompanies acquiring a body
impairment later in life. Individuals with congenital body impaimrents have had to adapt
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since birth. Page, O'Connor, & Wayda (2000) reported that the psychological disposition
of athletes with acquired body impaimrents was not different than that of athletes with
congenital body impairments. However, Campbell (1995) found that athletes with
acquked body impaimrents had sigrificantly different levels of psychological well being
than ath.letes ivith congenital body impairments, and zorink (1992) found differences in
socialization agents and perceptions of sport participation in these two populations.
Roberts & Ursin (1999) recommended that the differences in ath.letes with congenital and
acquired body impairinents be firther explored.
There are differerit levels of sport competition, ranging fiom recreational to elite
professional (Smith, 1973). Research suggested that the level of sport competition al
which an atllete participates may be correlated to his or her psychological well being
(Campbell & Jones, 1994; LeUnes & Nation, 1982; Newby & Simpson, 1991). previous
studies have explored the relationship between a non-impaired athlete's level of sport
competition and his or her psychological well being (Newby & Simpson I 99 I ; Nation &
LeUnes, 1983). One previous study explored the relationship benveen levels of
competition and psychological well being in athletes with both acquired and congenital
body impairments (campbell & Jones, 1994). Adhitional studies are needed to build upon
this initial body of research.
Problem Stateircnt
Research suggested that participation in the bccupation of athletic sport has been
beneficiat to the social integratio4 physical abilities, self-efficacy, mood, self-eiteem,
mastery, and psychological well being of individuals with impairments (campbell, 1995;
Campbell & Jones, 1994; Castango,200l; Hanson et al., Z0b0; Martin & Mushe4 1996;
I
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Paulsen, French & Sherill, 1990). Previous studies have explored the psychological
disposition of individuils with congenital and acquired body impairrrents, as well as the
psychological disposition of individuals with only ac4uired body impairments (Hancock,
Craig, Tennant, & Chang, 1993; Nelson & Gruver, 1978; Schultz, Kinsman & Liptak,
2002). Minimal research has identified differences between the psychological well being
of athletes with congenital body impairments and athletes with acquired body
impaimrents (Campbell, 1995). There has beeo little rcsearch conducted on the
relationship between the level of competition in the occupation of sport ofan athlete with
a body impaimrent and his or her psychological well being (Campbell & Jones, 1994).
Occupational therapiss working with athletes who have either an acquired or congenital
body impairment need firther evidence of the effects of sport in order to provide
effective treatnent.
Rationale
Reports from 1996 showed that I 1 I per I ,000 Americans had an orthopedic
def<innity or impairmenq and 8.1 ofevery t,000 individuals had sustained a spinal 661d
injury (National Center for Health Statistics, 2001). Reports from the 1990 census
showed that 24.5% of the American population had some type of impairment (U.S.
Census Bureau: American Commrmity Survey, 2002). In 1990, 148,162 (0.7y/o)
individuals were using wheelchairs and 3,941,294 (l2.ll%)hadfun ambulating with a
cane, crutches, or walker for over six months (U.S. Census Bureau: American
Community Survey, 2002). The 2000 census reports that 9, 436 children were bom with
spina bifida or musculoskeletal and integumentary impairments (National vital statistics
Report, 2002). Considering the large percentage of the population needing therapeutic
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ihtervention, occupational therapists must continue to develop and explore effective
treatrnent methods to facilitate productive and satisfoing lifestyles for individuals with
body'impairments.
Sport hds been used in therapy for individuals with body impairments since the
186 and 196 century (Salt Lake 2002 paialFipics, 2001). In i94g, the first paralympic
event for wheelchair atbletes was established, givhd individuals the opportunity to
participate in sports for competition, rather thanfor the purposes ofrecreation and
rehabilitation (salt take 2002 Paralympics, 2001). Sporr programs that allow individuals
I
' with body impairments to participate in sports for purposes other than rehabilitation
continue to be widely available. These programs operate on regional, national, and
international levels through community and not-for profit organizations worldwide. It
, 
** anticipated that 1000 athletes with body impairments from 36 counties would
II compete in the 2002 paralyrnpics in salt Lake city, Utah (salt Iake 2002 paralympics,
I| 2001). Currently, occupational therapists provide effective sport-based habilitation and
| *hbilitation services for individuals with body impairments (Taylor, Evans &
Ir. McGrudea 1996). Due to the rarge demand for occupationar therapy services for
I indiuiduars with body impairments, as we as the popularity ofthe occupation of sport,
. 
the field ofoccupational therapy may benefit aom further research on the impact of sport
on this population.
purpose of the Study
The present study was designed to determine if there was a difference between the
t psychological well being of athletes with acquired body impairments and the
Jr psychological well being of athretes with congenital body impairments. This study also
Sport
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attempted to deterniine if there was a relationship between the level of competition and
the psychological well being of these athletes.
Definition of Terms
The active engagement of an individual in an occupation related to athletics (i.e.
swimming, soccer, hockey, water polo, etc.).
Levels of Competition
Sport competition is described as rccreational and competitive. Competitive sport
is firther divided into regional, national, and intemational levels (Smitlq 1973). These
levels of sport competition are further defined in the review of the literature.
Athlete
An individual who participates in sport at any level ofcompetition (Smith, 1973)
\'.
Congenital Body Structure'aid/or Funclion Impairment
Individuals-who were boin fith-a body shirctfue arid/or function impairment are
, I J r' .a'
classified as having a congenital body struchlrc and/or function impairment. Examples of
this type of impairment are,cerebral palsy, spinarbifid4 and being bom without a limb.
To enhance readability of this study, *rg"[iA body structure and./or firnction
impaimrents are referred to as congenital bodyrimpairments.
Acquired Body Structure and/or Ftmction Impairment
Individuals who have sustained a body structure and/or function impairment at
any point in their post-natal lives are classified as having an acquired physical body
structure and/or firnction impairment. Examples of this type of impairment are spinal
tPsychological tlr'ell Bcing 6
cord injury and loss ofa limb. To enhance readability ofthis study, acquired body
structurc a[d/or futrction impairments arc referred to as acquired body impairrnents.
Yolition Subsystem
One of the three human subsysterns identified by the Model of Human
Occupation that is comprised of personal causatioq values, and intercsts (Kielhoftrer,
2002c).
P ersonal C ausolion Subsys te m
One of the thrce human subsysterns identified by the Model of Human
Occupation that includes the individual's sense of personal capacity, or awareness of and
attitude toward his or her physical, social, and intellechral abilities, as well as a sense of
self - efficacy (Kielhofrer, 2002c).
Self-Efficacy
The perception of contol over one's own behavior (and underlying thoughts and
emotions), as well as a sense ofcontrol in achieving desired outcomes of behavior
(Kielhofter, 2002c).
Values
Values are a composite of personal convictions and commihents. personal
convictions are ways of viewing life and the goals to be pursued in life. commitnents are
defined as shong emotional dispositions to follow what is perceived as the right way to
behave (Kielhoft rer, 2002c).
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Interests
Interests include an individual's atraction to and prefercnce for certain activities.
Attraction to an activity is defined as a disposition to enjoy certain occupations or certain
aspeits of occupational perforrnance. (Kielhoftrer, 2002c).
Habituation Subsystem
One of the three human subsystems identified by the Model of Human
Occupation that is comprised of habirs and intemalized roles (Kielhofoe 4 2002d).
Habits
Habits are tendencies to act in a certain way given environmental cues. Habits
in{luence the way a person perfonns routine activities and his or her style of behavior
(Kielhofter, 2002d).
Roles
Roles include the person's awareness of social identity and re.lated obligations.
i
RoGs directly affect the wayone sees oneself, htfitudes, or way of.seeing the world, and
how he or she interacrs with others ffielhofuer, 2002d).
n
Performance Capacity v
Perfomrance capacity depends on one,s neurological, musculoskeletal, and
Ii cardiopulmonary systems as one interacts with the world. A part ofperformance capacity
is a person's ability for doing things that demand function of the body (Kielhofoer,
,|| 2oo2e).
;
ll
t
I
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Social Integration
Social integration is bonding with othen, broadening social skills, and
experiencing social inclusiveness (taub,1999).
Mood is a'conscious state of mind or prevailing attitude" (Webster, 1995).
Mood Disturbance
Mood disturbance is defined as increased levels of anger, depressioq tension,
fatigue, and con-firsion and decreased vigor (McNair, Lorr, & Droppleman, lg2).
Self-Esteem
Self-esteem is a person's perception of self-worth (Campbell, 1995).
Mastery
Mastery is perception of being in control of the important forces affecting one,s
t own life (Campbell, 195).
I
Psychological Yell Being
Campbell (1995) defiaed psychological well being as the combination ofone,s
self-esteem, mastery, tait-anxiety, and mood. cemFbell's definitions of self-esteem and
mastery are similar to Kielhofrer's (1997) definition ofpersonat causation. ln this study,
psychological well being is defined as high levels of personal causation and self-esteem,
I 
*O low levels of mood disturbance.
I
I
Chapter II
Literature Review
Introduction
This review explored sport as a meaningful occupation, and the therapeutic use of
sport participation. The Model of Human Occupation (Kielhofuer, 2002b) and the
Lifestyle Perforrnance Model (2002a) describe the impact of meaningful occupation on
the person, as well as the relationship between the occupatiorq the perso4 and the
environment. Research regarding the differences in psychological characteristics between
individuals with congenital body impairmens and those with acquired body impairments
was reviewed. Literahrre regarding a relaionship between the level of sport compefition
and psychological well being was also reviewed.
Occupation
The Canadian Association of Occupational Therapy (CAOT , 1997 , p3a)
identified occupation as "groups of activities and tasks ofevery day life, named
organized, and given value and meaning by individuals and a culture. Occupation is
defined as everything people do to occupy themselves, including looking after
thernselves.... enjoyng [ife... and contributing to the social and economic fabric oftheir
commrmities". Rudman, Cook and Polatajko (lB7) defined activity, or occupation, as a
type ofdoing that involves mental, physical and social components. occupation was also
identified as a contributor to well being, a connector to others, and a means to feel in
control of one's life @udman et al .,1997).
_l ._:
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Meaningfiil Occupation
Two models of practice in occupational therapy that address meaningflrl
occupation are the Lifestyle Performance Model @idler, 2002), and the Model of Human
Occupation (Kielhoftrer, 2002a). Both ofthese models promote a holistic perspective by
addressing meaningful occupation as part ofa system that includes the person, the
occupation, and tle bnvironmeht. However, the Lifestyle perforrnance Model focuses on
the interactions of the person with occupation and the environment, whereas the Model of
Human Occupation focuses on'the interactions within the subsystems of the person that
occur during engagement in occupation.
Life s ty le P e rfor nanc e Mode I
Meaningfiil Occapation
The Lifestyle Performance Model states that the rclative meaning of an
occupation is measured by three criteria- Fin! meaning is determined by the value that a
society places on the occupation. Second, meaning is deriv6d from the ..person-
occupation congruence", or the occupation's integra.tion into the individual's life. Third,
an occupation's meaning is determined by the verifiability ofan end product of the
occupation. (Fidler, 1999).
P e r s o n-O c ctp a t i on I nt e rfac e
The Lifestyle Performance Model does not directly address the components ofthe
person, but rather the interactions of the person, the domains ofoccupation, and the
environment. This model describes the person-occupation interface by deternrining if
there is harmony, or a balance of time spent doing the different types of occupations
(Fidler and velde, 2002a). The four domains of occupation are defined as serf care,
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societal contibution (serving the needs ofothers), reciprocal interpersonal relatedness
(developing ind sustaining relationships), and intinsic gra.tification (taking pan in
enjoyable p,rsuits). Ifa person is satisfied with the combination ofoccupations in his or
her life, then harmony is reached. Hamrony suggests a state of satisfaction or well being
for the person. The addition or removal ofan occupation to a person,s life either
I otmotes or inhibits this harmony, or balance of occupations. According to the Lifestyle
t
1 Performance Model, the occupalion is either supported or constrained by the
t
I envfonment. The environment's effect on the occupation consequently affects the
person's performance ofthe occupation (Fidler & Velde, 2002b).
Model of Human Occupation
| ,rrofnroccupation
The Model of Human Occupation refers to meaningfi:l occupation as engaging
occupation. Engaging occupation is defined as .. a coherent meaningful set of
occupational forms that. . . .evoke deep feeling, a sense of duty, commitrnent 
. . . leading to
- 
regular involvement over time in relation to a community of peopre who share the
III engaging occupation" (Kielhofoer, Borell, Freidheim, Goldstein, Helfriclr, Jonsson,
Josephsson' Malrinson & Nygard, 2002,i.r42).An en-p'aging occupalion is associated
with a person's interests, varues, and persor"lt"ur*tioo. For examFle, an engaging
I occupation is enjoyable, cha[enging, and of great importance for the participant, and
I
I coincides with his or her interests and varues. pJ:rticipation in engaging occupation
provides a person with a sense of competence and self-efficacy by providing an
I opportunity for the person to practice and self-assess his or her skills. (Kielhoftrer et al.,
I
2002),
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P e r sb n-O c c up at i o n I n t e rfa c e
The Model of Human Occupation (MOHO) directly addresses the components of
the person and the intemction of these components with one another, as well as the
interaction of the person with the occupation and the envimnment. According to MOHO
(Kielhofrrer, 1997), an individual is considered to be without impairment if he or she
displays functional occupational behavior. Occupational behavior rcsults ftom interaction
ofthe human system with the physical and social environment. The human system is a
combination ofan individual's volitio& habituation, and performance capacity.
Yolition.
Volition is a combination ofan individual's penonal causation, values, and
interests. It is through these three concepts that a person predicts their potential success of
an occupation, how it would fit into their life as a whole, and whetier or not they have
sufficient interest tdptrsue the oc6upation.' '
Personal carsation is a two-tiered concept. First, personal causation is defined by
the individual's sense of personal capacity, or aivareness ofand attitude toward his or her
physical, social, and intellecnral abilities. Second, personal causation is defircd by the
individual's sense of efficacy. Efficacy rcfers to individual's perception of control and
sense of effectiveness in achieving desired outcomes in every day endeavors (Kielhofrrer,
2002c). A concept that is related to personal causation is "perceived competence,', which
is introduced by S"san Harter (1986) as an individual,s beliefs about capacities in
different areas of life such as scholastic endeavors, sociability and athletic abilities
(Kielhotrer et al., 1995). The combination of these perceptions guides an individual to
choose occupations in which they anticipate they can be successfirl.
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Values are a composite of personal convictions and commitments. Personal
convictions are ways of viewing life and the goals to be pusued in life. Commitnents are
defined as strong emotional dispositions to follow what is perceived as the right way to
behave (Kielhofrre r,2002c).Individuals choose occupations that are in concert with the
cultural and familial facets oftheir lives.
Interests include an individual's attraction to, and preference for certain activities.
Attraction to atr activity is considered a disposition to enjoy certain occupations or certain
aspects ofoccupational performance. Preference for an activity is the knowledge that one
enjoys certain ways of performing or particular activities over others (Kielhotrer, 2002c).
This is a key component ofan individual's selection of occupation.
Habituation.
-tt
The habituation subsystem is oomprised ofa person's habits and internalized
roles. Habits aie defined as tendencies to act in a ce{ui, *y given environmental cues.
Habits inlluence the way a person performs routine activities, and one's style of behavior.
Roles include a broad awareness ofsocial identiB and related obligations. Roles directly
affect the way a person se6s oneself, and how he or she interacts with others (Kielhofuer,
2002d). Each individual's unique behavior patterns are situational, and vary according to
the cultural contex! social environmen! and extemal expectations. Cues from the
environment directly affect the habit pattems one uses and the roles one assumes.
Performance capacity.
Performance capacity depends on an individuals neurological, muscuroskeletal,
and cardiopulmona4/ systems as one interacts with the world around him or her.
According to MOHO, performance capacity is defined as .the ability for doing things
I
f
I
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provided by the status ofunderlying objective physical and mental compohents and
corresponding subjective experience" (Kielhofoer, 2002e, p.24). A key concept of
performance capacity is the "lived body", which is the experience of living, being, and
experiencing the world in a particular subjective body. There is an innate connection
between the mind and the body, so that the mind understands the world through
perceptions of the body, while the body knows what to do in the world tbrough the
"embodied mind" (Kielhofrer, 2002e).
The authors of MOHO claim that the human system is dynamic and
heterarchically organized. Change in volition, habihration, perfoiinance capacity, the
occupation, or the environment can alter the dynamics ofa person. This change in
dynamics alters a person's thoughts, feelings and behaviors. If the altered dynamics,
feelings and behaviors persisl an individual experiences a change in volition, habituatiorl
or performance capacity that may enhance or detact from ary of these areas (Kielhoftrer,
2002a). In tum, the change in the person inevitably alters the ftnctioning of his or her
subsequent occupational behavior (Kielhofuer, 1D7).
The Ocatpation of Sport
Sgirts have been defined as activities that rcquire physical participation for
competition and winnhg (so-Ahola & Hatfiel4 1986). Each sport is governed by a
unique set of nrles or customs fUrrflp fimin Company, 2000). Examples of types of
sports are basketball, softbal-1,'snow skiing, rowinlg, soccer, archery, and swimming.
Levels of Sport Competition
smith (1973) oreri a .etiicia of desi,ibfig thi diirerent tevels of athletic sport
competition and suggests that an athlete is an individual who participates in sports at any
t;
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level ofcompetition. In each level, there are definite objectives ofthe pa(icipants,
qualities of the leader ofthe ieain, types fud co;ditiofs ofpractice (rules for practice,
environmental conditions ofpractice, etc.), and peiformance ofthe activity. Sport
competition is separated into fofu categories. These calegories are as follows:
recreational, competitive, excellence, and professional sports (Smirl\ lg73).
Recreational spolt competitiotL
In recreatiorial sports, the participant's objective is to participate while under the
influence of peers, rather than allowing the coach to greatly influence participation.
Leaders in recreational sports have a basic knowledge of the activity, and have a greater
interest in the participanfs feelings than his or her perfomnnce. The conditions of
practice and performance ofthe sport are modified under the guidance ofthe leader with
appmval and input Aom the participant. Rules of participation are made and followed
through the unspoken culture of the team (Smith, 1973).
C o mpetitive spor t comryti tiotL
Competitive sports' objectives include an in depth experience in competition,
based on a passion to perform the activity (smith, 1973). competitive participants meet a
minimal performance standard in order to participate. In competitive sports, the desire to
compete is high enough that the participant is willing to accept required limitations and
undesired conditions (such as sitting out a game, or practicing in inclimate weather). ln
competitive sports, rhe leaders and coaches have complete competence in the techniques,
skills, stategy, and organization needed to teach the required arhtetic skills (Smittl
1973). coaches play an important role in the occupation of sport at the compctitive level.
In addition to teaching technical skills and strategy ofthe sports, the coach also provides
II
I
1
I
I
I
I
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crucial emotional ,ippo.t 
-a f*ilitation of personal growth and development to the
participants @ines, Aronson, &Katrf ,l98l). In competitive sport, practic€ and
competition conditions are regulateh through a team approach. This team approach
utilizes input from the coach, participants, and fanily members of the participants, rather
than by the coach or organi2srs alone (Smith, 1973).
Exc e I le nc e spo r t co mpetitio n.
Excellence sport competition is characterized by the participant's intense
personal desire to participate with high standards ofperformance and a willingness to
accept required external conditions (Smith 1973). In this type of sport competitioq the
participant goes to extreme measures to achieve athletic goals, such as rigorous practice
schedules, and practicing at inconvenient times and in undesired conditions. Coaches
have very high levels of competence and skill, in order to meet and exceed those ofthe
participants. Conditions of practice and competition are standardized to meet current
national and intemational standards. Other priorities such as school and family may be
compromised as a result of mmpetition at this level (Smith, 1973).
P rofe s s ional spor t compe t i ti otl
Smith (1973) states that the objective of this level of sport competition is to make
a living by entertaining others. Smith does not describe the leader orientation or
conditions of participation in professional sport competition.
Benefts of Sport Participation for Athletes Without Body Impairments
Sport participation is an occupation that may provide desirabld outcomes to
persons who participate. S,rvey results reported that sport participation provided
increased endurance and aided in weight reductilon (Silvestri, I997). Another study stated
t. t
I
I
l
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that a number of different sports had a positive impact on a person's shength, cardiac
fitness, lung capacity, endurance, and overall fitness (Clarke, 1978). Athletes reported
improved self-esteet dDe to s-pdrt p-articifttion (SilvEstri, 1997). Richman & Shaffer
(2000) reported that college age women who participated in sports before college had
higher self esteem, body-esteem, perceived physical capacities, and global self worth than
those who did not particip'ate in spoits. Participation ii sports resulted in decreased shess
levels and increased feelings of relaxation (Silvestri, 1997). Morgan (1980) reported that
elite athletes demonstrated the "iceberg profile" uhich is characterized by lower levels
than normal on tensiorL depressiorl anger, fatigue, and confirsioq but greater than normal
in vigor on the Profile of Mood Srates.
Research demonstrated that athletes who participated at a high level of sport
competition had higher psychological well being than athletes who participated at lower
levels of sport competition (Campbell & Jones, 1994; Morgaq 1980; Nation &
LeUnes,1983; Newby & Simpson, 1991). Newby & Simpson (1991) compared mood
differcnces between all etes al a varsity level and athletes at a jufor varsity level.
Football playen Aom the junior varsity lwel displayed higher levels of mnftrsiorl and
depression than that of football players at the varsity level. Nation and l,eUnes (l 983)
stated that football players who played on a regular basis had lower levels of mood
dishubance than football players who were 'tedshirted", or were not playing during the
season. Athletes who participated at a recreational level reported having a higher degree
of mastery oriented focus than athletes who participated at a competitive level @yska &
Yin, 1999). Benefits related to the occupation of sport may vary according to level of
competition.
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Sport as a Meaningful Occupation
Sport is an occupation that holdS meirning for participants and can be identified as
meaningfi , or engaging occupation using criteria from the Lifes$le Performance Model
and the Model of Human Occupation.
Lifestyle Perfornance Model in Relaiion to Spon
Sport is a leisure occipation that "allows 'the player to push himself or herself
physically, psychologically, emotionally, or, cognitivelf in a way that may not be possible
' ril'
in everyday life" (Vdldel 1999, p. 7l). A-ccording'ro the Lifestyle Performance Model,
sport meets the criteria for a meaningfi.rl occupation because it is of societal value,
promotes person-activity congrueoce, and has identifiable end products (Velde, 1999).
Sport has been'valued by society for fiundreds ofyears, and continues to be an
occupation that draws attention and support as a key component of our culture today
(Velde, 1999). Sports are "games ofphysical skills that are widely understood within a
particular society" (Velde, 1999, p72). For example, "baseball has become a symbol to
those living in the United States as a representation of American culture. It has been
viewed as an expression of hard work, moral integrity, and self-discipline often
associated with the American dream" (Velde, 1999, p72)- Therefore, the component of
the societal value of sport is established, supporting the claim that sport is a meaningftl
occupation.
Sport is an occupation ttrat is integra.ted into the participant,s identity,
demonstrating that sport participation has person-activity congruence. Martin, MusheG
and smith (1995) reported that the alhretes have high athtetic identities. Athletic identity
refers to the degree to which an individual identifies with the athlete role and looks to
I
I
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others for aclsrowledgment of that role (Martin et al., 1995). The study determined that
the athletes identified themselves as athletes and had many goals related to sport
participation (Martin et al., 1995). A qualitative study demonstrated that atl etes
pafiicipated in sports because they found them to be fiuU and because they love the
competition (Furst Fun, & Megginson, 1993). These findings demonstrate that sport
becomes integra.ted into the participant's life, and therefore is a meaningfirl occupation.
The occupation of sport has produced a arrm[61 6f gnd products. Sport
participation may lead to incrcased athletic skill, a sense of communality, and
achievement ofpersonal or team goals (Velde & Fidler, 1999). Sport participation leads
to improved physical abilities, social integration, mood and self-esteem in athletes
(Richman & Sbaffer,2000; Silvesri, 1997; Campbell & Jones, 1994; Furst et al., 1993;
J tvtartin et al., 1995). These benefitb of sport participation are verifiable end-products,
therefore supporting the claim that sport is u meariiogfirl occupation.
T.
' Model of Human Occtpation and Sport' n ,'
According to the M-odel of Human Occupation, in order for an occupation to be
engaging it must fit within and be similar to all three components of the volitional
subsystem. Sport participation may resonal€ with a person's interests, values, and
personal causation dontributing to its sritris as an erigaging occupation.
Interests include an individual's athaction to and preference for certain activities
(Kielhoftrer, 2002c). People find sports in which they participate to be enjoyable (Furst et
a1.,1993: Taylor, Evars, & McGnrder, 1996). This concept of "flrn" related to sports
demonstrates that sport participation is related to a person's interests, zupporting the
claim that sport may be an engaging occupation.
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Persons who engage in sports, especially higher levels, are committed to, and
have personal investrnent in the sport (Whe€ler, Steadward, kgg, HuEler, Campbell, &
Johnson. 1999). An athlete's personal goals are tied very closely to sport participation
(Martin et al., 1995). In addition, many athletes value the experience of sport
participation (Silvestri, 1997). This commitnen! desire to participate, and focus ofgoals
related to the occupation demonstrates that sport participation is connected with the value
subsystem, demonstrating that sport may be an enabling, or meaningfi:I occupation.
Sport participation impacts a person's self-efficacy (Greenwood et aI., 1990;
Silvestri, 1997). In addition, a p€n;on's sense of self-efficacy may impact one's decision
to participate in sports (Martin & Mushett, 1996). For example, if a person feels more
competent in playing socc€r, and less competent in playing basketball, then he or she is
more likely to participate in soccer. This relationship between sport participation and
personal causation demonstrates that sport may be an engaging occupation.
As outlined, the occupation of sport may be a meaningfirl and engaging
occupation according to both the Lifestyle Perfonnance Model (Velde & Fidler, 1999)
and the Model of Human Occupation (Kielhofrre r,2002b). Meaningful or engaging
occupafion is crucial to the therapeutic methodology ofoccupational therapy.
Therajnutic use of Sport as an Occlpation
Use of occupation based rehabilitation therapy las lead to increased cogritive and
psychosocial firnctior; increased i.isual:dotor skills, and increlased overall subjective
well being when compared to rehabilitarion without occupation based therapy @act1
Baclr, Bohmer, Fruchwald, & Grilic, 1995). Historically, the profession of occupational
I
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therapy has been defined by the use of occripation based interventions.
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The occupatiori of sbort is ised i"itirlr]py a-iilproVe the lirnctioning and well
FS
being of individuals with body impairments (Harison et al., 2000, Taylor & McGruder,
'I
1996,'& Paulsen, French & Sherrill,l990). Ploponens of the Model of Hi.rman
I Occupation (Kielhofier, 2002b) conclude ttrar participation in sports impacts all of the
I - I *' {' {
I subsystems of a person'with a body impairment.
I
I enlor^ance Capacity (Physical Aspect)
I
Athletic participation may improve physical abilities of individuals with body
impairrnents. Physical abilities are synonymous with the Model of Human Occupation's
I concept of the physical component of performance capacity, or a person's ability to do
r things given the state ofone's musculoskeletal, neurological, and cardiopulmonary stahs
{| Gielhofoer,2002e). A qualitative shrdy done by Furst et al. (1993) concluded that
I
I ufletes with body impairments demonstrated improved physical capabilities due toI.
'l pu.ticipation in sport. Other studies demonstrated that sport participation has led to
improvement in strengtlr, balance, coordination, weight control, endurance, and
pulmonary fimction for athletes with spinal cord injury (Curtis, McClanaharu Hall, Dillon
& Browq 1986; Hoffinan,1986; Stotts, 1986; Walker, Cooney & Norton, 1989).
Participants in athletic sports in a shrdy performed by Hanson, Nabavi, & Yuen (2000)
scored sipificantly higher in the areas ofphysical independence than their non-athlete
counterparts. According to the Model of Human Occupatiorq change in perforrrance
capacity subsequently affects one's volitiorl habituation, and environment. This change
I f,[ther impacts performance capacity, as well as actual occupational behavior
.I
t
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(Kielhofter, 2002b).
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Social Inlegration
Participants in the qualitative study done by Fust et al. (1993) reported that a key
factor in motivation to participate in sports was the opportunity for increased
socialization. Research concluded that ath.letic sport participation was correlated with the
social integration of individuals with body impairments (Hanson et al., 2000; Taub,l999;
Taylor & McGruder, 1996). A study conducted at the GatorSport Exploration Camp of
the University of Florida's Occupuionil-'Therapy Departrnent stated that the scores of the
social integration oftle members ofan athlete group were sigrificantly higher than those
of non-athletes (Hanson et al.,2000). A qualitative study dohe with sea kayak
participants with spinal cord injury described kayaking as a ivay to shift focus from one's
disibility to the satisfaction of building and sust,ining new relationships (Taylor &
McGruder, 1996). Another qualiative Sfidy conducted by Taub demonstrated that sport
participation was an agent for sbcial integntioh, ipecifically, bonding with others,
broadening social skills, and experiencing social inclusiveness (Taub, 1999). While
participating in a sport, an individual can again do something that is accepled by others as
"normal", and thus feel like he or she is a meaningful part of society (Wheeler,
Steadwar4 Legg, Hutzler, Campbell, & JohnsoD, 1999). Social Integration is related to
the Model of Human Occupation's concept of role identificatiorq or self-understanding.
Roles directly affect the way a person interacts with the people around him or her.
socialization plays a key role in one's development ofroles, and in turn, a person's roles
influence his or her social integration (Kielhofrrer, 2002d),
i
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Role Development
Martin, Mushett, and Smith (1995) addressed swimmers with and without body
impairments and demonstated that the athletes with body impairrnents had moderate
{
athletic identities. Athletic identity i€fers io ttrc degree tb which an individual identifies
with the athlete role and looks to others for acknowledgnr.ent of that role (Martin et al.,
1995). The study demonstrated that athlti'tes had a high attrletic identity, indicating that
th'ey strongly considered themselves athletes ani had many goals related to sport
participation (Martin et ai., 1995). Role development is directly related to the "roles"
subsystem of the habituation system. According to the Model of Human Occupation,
roles include a broad awarcness of social identity and related obligations, and directly
affect the way a person sees him or hers€li and how he or she interacts with others
(Kielhoftrer, 2002d). When roles are influenced by participation in the engaging
occupation of spor! other human subsystems are altered. This alteration in the human
system has impact on performance in additional occupations (Kielhoftrea 2002b).
Mood
Another benefit of athletic participation is elevation ofmood. A study done by
Paulsen, French & Sherrill (1990) assessed the mood state ofwheelchair athletes with
acquired body impairrnents. In this study, the participant's scores on lhe kofile of Mood
states indicated that athletes had significantly lower scores in depression than their non-
athlete counterparts (Paulsen et al., 1990). Greenwood Dzewaltowski, & French
explored the effects of terds participation on the mood of athletes and non-athletes with
body impairments. Non-athletes displayed higher lwels of anger and fatigue than the
athletic participants, and the athletes werc more positive in mood than their non-at etic
II
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cormterparts (Greenwood et al., 1990). Mood relates to the Model of Human Occupation
in that mood or attitude, is influenced by one's roles and sense ofpenonal causation.
More specifically, attitudes are influenced by the roles that one has taken on in life, and
by the way one perceives him or herself (Kielhoftrer, 2OO2c&d).
Self Esteem
Not only is mood elevated by sport participatiorl it also has a positive effect on
individuals' self esteem (Castango, 2001; Hopper, 1984; Valliant, Bezruibylg Daley &
AsU 1985; Wheeler et al., 1999). A qualititive study of ath.letes with acquired body
impairments indicated that pafticipating in paralympic sports was associated with positive
selfesteem and body iniige (wheeler 6t al., 1999). Val"liint et al. (1985) stated that
athletes with body impairrnents had higher self esteem than non-athletes with body
imFairments. Self esteem is very closely related to Model of Human Occupation's
concept ofpersonal causation since it includes a person's sense ofpersonal capacity, and
perception of control over a person's'envir6nment. ln addition, an individual's self
esteem is influenced by perceptions ofone's own mastery (Gree& Prat! & Gribsby,
1984).
Mastery
Athletic sport participation may be beneficial to the sense of mastery in
individuals with body impainnents. Campbell and Jones (1994) concluded that
wheelchair sport participants displayed higher feelings of mastery than non-participants.
A study of the motivational factors of olympic and Paralym.pic athletes demonstrated that
the only major difference in motivation between the groups was the fact that the
Paralympi"ns perceived the athletic climate to be more mastery-oriented than the
ll
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Olympians did, thus suggesting tbat mastery may bave been associated with athletic sport
participation for individuals with body impairments (Pensgaard, Roberts, & Ursin, 1999).
Mastery is similar to the Model of Human Occupation's concept of self-efficacy, a part of
the volitional subsystem that interacts with the rest of human system to impact
occupational behavior (Kielhoftrer, 2002b&c). Both mastery and self-efficacy address a
person's sense of control over a situation or occupation. However, self-efficacy also
encompasses a person's sense of conuol over his or her own behavior, thoughts and
emotions (Kielhofter, 2002b&c, Greenwood et a1.,1990).
Self-Efiicacy
Martin and Mushett (1996) concluded that there was an increase in self-e{ficacy
in athletes with body impairments, and that the increase occurred tho.'gh the emotional
and technical challenge presented in the activity. Greenwood et al. (1990) reported that
participation in competitive sports raised the individual's self-effrcacy through his or her
accomplishment of desired skills. Taub (1999) stated that sport participarion provided
athletes with a feeting of coffpetency as social actor. Two qualitative studies reported a
sense a self-confidence, awareness of potential, independence and control, and a sense of
accomplishment and self-actuilization as results of 3port participation (faub, 1999;
Taylor & McGruder, 199Q. This sense of efficacy was generalized to other areas of the
participant's lives (Taylor & McGruder, 1996). The Model of Human Occupation
describes the dynamic interaction of systems in which the performance capacity
subsystem may directly affect personal causation subsystem, which includes self efficacy,
as well an individual's knowledge about his 6r her abilities. (Kielhofoer, 2002).
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Psychological Wett b;i,ig'- , ' ,'(
Studies have shown that participation in sport has a direct relationship with
psychological well being (Campbell & Jones, 1994; Fines & Nichols, 1994; Hopp".,
1984). Researchers measured psychological well being by assessing vadous constructs.
Greenwood et al. (1990) used the Profile of Mood States @OMS) mood scale to
determine that tennis wheelchair athletes had higher levels ofpsychological well being
than wheelchair non-athletes. The POMS addresses vigor, confirsion, anger, fatigue,
depression and tersion as the components ofan individual's well being on a "l -week"
basis. Hopper (1984) stated that wheelchair sport participants had higher levels of
psychological well being than wheelchair non-participants as measured by the Rosenberg
Self-Esteem Scale. Fines and Nichols (1994) evaluated the effects ofa twelve week
recreational kayak program on self+oncepl leisure satisfaction, and leisure attitudes of
adults with Traumatic Brain Injuries (B!. In this study, psychological well being was
measured with the Termessee Self-Concept Scale (TSCS). The TSCS addresses
evaluation ofone's own total self, physical seE social self, self satisfaction, penonal self,
behavior and identity @ines & Nichols, 1994). This study reported that sport
participation sigrificanfly increased individual's scores on the TSCS, indicating an
increase in psychological well being (Fines & Nichols, 1994). campbell and Jones (1994)
assessed mood, trait aDxiety, self-esteem, mastery, and heatth and well being of the
participants to determine their psychological well being. This appeared to be the most
comprehensive measure ofpsychological well being in literah'e related to sport
participation and body impairment. campbell & Jones (1994) determined that athletes
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with body impairments had higher levels ofpsychological well being than non-athletes
with body imFairments.
Campbell and Jones (1994).were the- only researchers who investigated the
relationship between level of sport competition and psychological well being in athletes
with body impaimrents:They determind that athletes with body inipairments who
participated at higher levels of competition (intematio-nal groups) scored higher overall in
psychological well being than athletes with body impairments who participated at lower
levels of competition (rcgional and recreational athletes). This suggested that the
increased participation in sports thal occurs with higher levels of competition may have
had a direct positive effect on psychological well being ofathletes with body
impairments.
Piychological well being in non-athletes with congenital vs. acquired body
impahments.
Limited studies were found that addressed the psychological well being ofnon-
athletes with congenital body impairments. Research briefly explored the psychological
athibutes of individuals with spina bifida and congenital blindness. Young people with
spina bifida have dernonstated a high incidence of depression that is thought to be a
result of the many complications that accompany spina bifida (Liptak,2002). Most
people with spina bifida are obese and that may undermine self-esteem (Schultz"
Kinsman & Liptak,2002). Huurre & Aro (2000) stated that young people born with
visual impairrnents reported fitting in with others and having many friends less often than
those who became visually impaired after birth. In addition, a larger proportion of the
females with congenital blindness reported that they have never dated as compared to the
I
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females who have acquired blindness. Males with congenital blindness rcpolted that they
spent less time with friends rhan did males with ac4uired blindness (tluurre & Aro'
2000). These findinls suggested thar the psychological well being of persons with
congenital body impairmens was o"gutiiay i-ja"bd by the impainnent in a manner
that is different from those who acquired an impairment later on in life.
A number of studies addressed the psychological well being of non-athletes with
acquired body impairments (Green, Pratt and Grigsby, 1984; Hancoclq Craig' Tennant,
& Chang, 193; Hopper, 1984; Ikause & Crewe, l99l; Nelson & Gnrver, 1978). Nelson
& Cruver (1978) and Hancoch Craig, Tennant, & Cbang (1993) explored self-esteem,
coping styles, locus of control, and body image concept ofnon-athletes with spinal cord
injuries. Nelson and Gruver (1978) hypothesized thal individuals with spinal cord injury
would display lower self-concept than the control group of individuals without body
impairments because body concept and self-concept are directly related. However, the
study revealed that there were no sipificant differences between the group with spinal
cord injury and the non-impaired participants on any ofthe factors in the study. It was
concluded that although body image may be related to self-esteern, self+steem is more
tied to other factors such as personality, economic status, and interpersonal relationships
(Nelson & Gruver, 1978). Hancock et al. (1993) found that individuals with spinal cord
injury displayed lower levels of self-esteem, more maladaptive coping styles, and a more
extem'al locus of conhol than the non-impaired zubjects. This discrepancy in the research
warrants firther study.
Individtals wtro sustain a body-altering injury or disease often undergo
psychological changes (Dewis, 1989; Livne[ & Antonak, 1994). Dewis (19g9) stated
t
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that pemons who sustained a spinal cord injury experienced changes in body image,
feelirigs ofbeing abnormal, a loss of independence, and disruption in social relationships.
Nelson (1987) claimed that addressing social deficits for individuals with spinal cord
injury was an important issue in rehabilitation, and presents a model for rehabilitation
that promotes 'hormalization" into the community. This normalization occurs through
coinmunication, feedbaclq goal development, goal accomplishment, social interaction,
and awareness ofthe efiects ofbehavior on social interaction. Livneh & Antonak (1994)
promote a model of adjushent to disability that outlines a general process of
psychological adjushent thar includes shock, anxiety, denial, depressiorl intemalized
anger, externalized hostility, acknowledgrnent of the impairmen! and finally, adjustment.
According to this model, a person may never progress to final adjustnen! and may
regress to previous stages of adjustrnent tlroughout the course ofa lifetime (Livneh &
Anonak, 1994).
Studies have also explored the imFact of the age at impairment and the duration
of the impairment on psychological well being of non-athletes with acquired body
impaimtents (Green, Pratt and Grigsby, 1984, Hopper, 1984, Krause & Crewe, l99l).
Green et al. (19M) reported a negative correlation between ttre physical self-concept and
age at impairment in individuals with spinal cord injuries (SCf. Conversely, Hopper
(1984) reported that the later in life a person was impaired, the higher his or her self-
esteem. Krause and crewe (1991) reported a positive correlation between duration of the
impairment and life satisfaction for individuals with acquired body impaimrents. Susan
Burleig[ Ruth Farber, and Marian Gillard (1998) assessed the relationship between life
satisfaction and community integration after a traumatic brain injury (TBI), and
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determircd that the longer an individual had an injury, the lower the community
integration and social integration. However, these findings were based on subjects who
had sustained cognitive impairments as well as body impairments, and might have
presented different psychological profiles than persons with only body impairnients.
Suggestions in the literahrc about the differcnces between the psychological well
being of non-athletes with congenital body impairments and non-athletes with acquired
body impairments lead one to believe that the outcbmes of using occupations
therapeutically will vary for these populations. Athletes with different impairments may
be at different levels of recovery, adjusunen! or improvement due to the cause, variation
in the severity, and duration ofthe impairment. Therefore, athletes with acquired body
impairments may react differently to the occupation of sport than athletes with congenital
body impairmens.
Psychological well being in uhletes with congenital vs. acquired body
imryirments.
No studies were found that focused solely on the psychological well being of
athletes with congenital body impaimieits; Uut a nLinte. of .iudi"! fo"*ed solely on the
psychological well being of athletes with acquired body impairments (Furst, Fen, &
. 
't.-,
Megginson, 1993; Henschen, Horvat and Fr6nctr, 1984; Zoerink, 1992). Research has
shown that groups of athletes wit}l acquireh spinal cord injuries have displayed high
levets of self-esteem, mastery, and social iit6l}"; C*ig"i* ali., i#s; H-"on 
"t 
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2001). Herschen, Horvat and French (1984) detemrined that athletes with spinal cord
injuries, amputations, and polio, all of which are ac,{"ir.a tbaly i.pairments, displayed
similar psychological profiles as compared to non-impaired counterparts. The majority of
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the athletes with acquired body impairments were physically active prior to the onset of
impairrnent (Furs! Fen, & Megginson, 1993). These high levels of self esteem and
normal psychological profiles suggested tlnt erhletes with acquired body impaimrents
were not significantly psychologically affected by ttreir impairment, or else the had the
ability to cope with and bvercome the effects of the impairmenti
Athletes with congenital body impairments have been studied in conjunction with
athletes with acquired body impairments in much of the reported literatue (Martin et al,
1995; Martin & Mushet! 1996; Persgaard, RoberS & Ursin, lg9; Wheeler et al., 1999;
valliant et al., 1985). In all reported studies, ath.letes with congenital body impairments
benefited from athletic participation, and demonstated high levels of atlr.letic identity.
conllicting results were reported in studies that compared the psychological well
being of athletes with congenitil body impairments tdthat of athldtes with acquired body
impaimrents. Zoerink (1992) reported thar individuals with congenital and acquired body
impairments viewed athletics differcntly and were motivated by difierent socialization
factors to participate'in athletic sports. His study revealed that athletes with acquired
body impairments derived the majority of their motivation to engage in sport from self-
perpetuated goals, whereas athletes with ac4uired body impairments were motivated by
the influence of other athletes with body impairments. Athletes with acquired body
impairments displayed a more positive attitude towards atlletic competition than did
athletes with congenitar body impainnents. In addition, athretes with acquired body
impaimrents usually had participared in athletic competition at a young age as compared
to athletes with congenital body impairments (Zoerink, 1992). However, page,
o'connor, & wayda (2000) explored the diferences in competitive orientation of
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athletes with congenital impairments to that of athletes with acquircd impairments at the
Paralynpic trials and found no difference between the two groups in competitive
orientatiorq competitiveness, or desire to win.
Elizabeth Campbell (1995) directly addressed differcnces in psychological well
being of athletes with congenital body impairments and athletes with ac4uired body
impairments. In her study, psychological well being was assessed according to the
athlete's mood, trait anxiety, self-esteem, and mastery. Mood was measured with the
Profile of Mood States (McNair, Lorr & Droppleman, I 97 I ), trait-auiety was measured
with Spielberger, Gorsuch & Lushene's (1970) State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, self-
esteem rr,as measured with the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (1965), and mastery was
assessed using Pearlin and Schooler's (1978) 7-itern, zl-point scale that assessed a
person's sense of control. Analysis showed that the athletes with acquired body
impairments displayed a more positive affec! higher self-estee.m, hnd higher masery
than did the athletes with congenital body impairments. participants with acquired body
impairments also displayed lower trait anxieti th- th" group with congenital body
impairments (Campbell, I 995).
, Conclusion
Sport is a meaningfi:.I occupation that precipitates change in the human system.
Research that has shown that participation in the occupation ofathretic sport is beneficial
to the socialization skills, physicar capacities, and psychorogical wel being of individuals
with and witho,t impainnents. There were reported differences in the motivationar
factors and socialization of athletes with congenital and acquired body impaimrents.
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Research suggested that athletes with acqirirea U'ody impairments displayed lower
psychological well being than did athletes with congenital body impairments.
It was also reforted'thai athlites withrcut body imflairments who participated in
high levels of sport competition had higher levels ofpsychological well being than non-
impaired athletes who participated in lower levels'of competition- However, only one
study reported that this was the case for athletes with body impairments (Campbell &
Jones, 1994). the inilr"r"" oi sport and level df competition on the psychological well
being of athletes with acquired or congenital body impairments must be further explored
to understand the impact ofthese factors on this specific client population.
a
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Chapter III
Methodology
Reseorch Questions
studies comparing the psychological well being of athletes with congenital body
impaimrents to that of athletes with acquired body impairments and the influence of the
level of sport competition on psychological well being are scarce. To firther understand
clients' needs, this descriptive study was desigred to investigate the following questions:
l. Is there a difference between the psychol6gical well being of arhletes with congenital
body impairments and that of athletes with acquired body impairments?
2. Is there a relationship between level of dpoit competition and psychological
well being in athletes with body impairments?
Subjects dnd Selection Method
The All-College Review Board for Human Subjects approved the study in
N6vember, 2002 (see aplendix B). p'ai.ticipdrits *"r" .b*it"d from a boccia team, an
adapted ski program, a wheelchair sports progam, an adapted archery program and a
power hockey team.
The researcher contacted coaches of adapted athretic teams by e-mail to gain
their participation in distribution of the surveys. The suweys were ma ed to the coaches
via the us Postal Service to be disributed by the coaches to the athletes. Retr.rm
addrtssed envelopes were included with the material so that the contact persons at each
facility could collect the surveys from individuars who participated in the study, and
retum the s,rveys. Two weeks after suwey dishibution, reminder e-mairs were sent to the
34
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coaches. Two weeks later, another reminder e-mail was sent to the coaches 
to encourage
survey r€tuns.
To be included in the study, participants were required to be over the age 
of l8'
have a body impairment (as reported on the demographic survey)' be cognitively intact
(as determined by the coach's judgrnent), and participate on a sports team' No
identiffinginformationsuchasnameoraddresswascollectedonthesuweymaterials.
Toensureconfidentiality,participantswereinstructedtoreturnthesurveystothecoaches
after placing them in a sealed envelope'
Operationalization of Concepts inlo Variable s
Levels of SPort ComPetition
Competition in spo* was defined by specific levels of competition' and time
spent in practice an{ colnnetilgn per week' kvels' of competition were community'
regional, national, and international levels' Participants ivere asked to circle the
competition level at which they engaged in sport' lnformation relating to sports
competition was collected on the survey by having the participants identiff the type of
sport, nurnber of years of participatiin il the spor! as fiell'as how many months out of
theyear,andinwhichseaso6$16athletesparticipated.Respondentsreportediftheyhad
participated in the sport prior to impairment'
Congenital BodY ImPairment
Individuals who were bom with a body impairment that impairs functional
riovement and circled yes after the question '\uere you bom with this impairment" 
were
classified as having a congenital body impairment' On the suwey' respondents 
indicated
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their type of impairment, but the severity of the impairment was not 
taken into
consideration.
Acqui r ed BodY ImPai r me nt
Individuals who had sustained a'post-natal body impairment that impaired
functional m'ovement and circled no after the question '\xere you born with 
this
impairment" were classified as having an ac4uired body impairment' Respondents
indicatedthetypeofimpairmentandthedurationoftheimpairmentbydisclosingtheir
age at the time of impairment and age at the time of survey' The severity 
of the
impairment was not taken into consideration'
P sychological lilell Being
In this study, psychotogical well being was synonyrnous with high levels 
of
personal causation' and global self-wortlu as well as low mood disturbance' 
In previous
studies, psychological well being has been defined as the combination ofone's 
self
I esteem, mood, trait-anxiety, and mastery (Campbell' 1995)' Self-esteem' 
or the
I ,n*riduars perception of serf_wortb was determined in this study through the "globat
self-worth,,scoresontheAdultSelf-PerceptionProfile(ASPP)(Messer&Harter,1986).
Mood was determined from scores on the Profile of Mood States @OMS) (McNair' Lon
& Droppleman, 1992). Campbell's (1995),,concePt of mastery is similar to Keilhofirer's
I
(1997) definition of pe-rsonal causation' Thus; personal causation was assessed with the
rl mastery portion of the ASPP, which measwed an individual's feeling of competency
across a number of domains in life Qlarter and Messer' 1886)'
{
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Data was collected using a demographic suriey' the Adult Self Perception 
Profile'
and the Profile of Mood States ' , , ' 
J
Demographic SurteY
-rr.,lrf:
Thb information 
"61"ct"d 
byth" demographic suruey included ttre type of
impairmen! age of impairment (if acquired), prior level of athletic participation' level of
competition and type of sport participation, as well as current age' gender' 
and years of
participation in adapted athletics'
Adult Setf PercePtion Profile
The Adult Self-Perception Profile (ASPP) was designed to assess perceived
comPetenciesacrossdifferentd66ain5inlife,aswellasoverallself-worth(Messerand
Harter, 1986). The assessment consists of 50 questions conceming the participant's
perception ofhis or her sociability, job competence' nurturance' athletic abilities'
physical appearance, provider abilities, morality' household management' intimate
relationships,inGlligence,senseofhumor,andglobalself-worth'Eachofthefirsteleven
sub-scaleshasfourquestiors,andtheglobalself-worthsub-scalehassixiterns(Messer
& Harter,1986). The forced-choice answen are scored on a four-point scale' with 0
I b"iog the low score and 4 being the high score. The desigr uses "structured altematives'
II 
,*hi"h were desigred to offset the tendency to give socially desirable responses" (Messer
& Harter, 1986, p. 6). (see Appendii A)'
Messer&Harter(1986)havedevelopeddifferentversionsoftheASPPfora
I number of age groups, including children, adolescents, and college-age 
individuals. The
Ir
I
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Self-perceptioun profile for college students has b€en used to compare 
self-perc€ption of
female athletes and non-all etes (Saint Phard' Van Dorsten' Marx' and Yorlq 1999)'
Construct validity of the assessment was established by demonstrating 
the
relationship betwe€n the ASPP and the Social Support/Positive Regard Scale 
in a
dissertationdonebyS,r,anneHamm(1986).Thesnrdywasdonewithapopulationof
indiviauals who were clinicaly deprssse4 using a matched control group of individuals
without clinical depression. Reliability and means scores of the ASPP were daermined
by the scorcs of individuals in two sefiples.of mitldle class parents' ages 30-50 
(Harter &
Messer,1986).TheASPPhasanintemalconsistencyreliabilitythatrangesfrom.65in
totalnurtrrraoceto.glintotal,generalself-worth.Subscalemeanscoresflucfuatearound
the-value of 3.0, which is above the inidpoind'of the scale. The average standard 
deviation
forthismeanis.TT,witharangefrom'49tol'03(Harter&Messer'1986)'
i
ProJile of Mood States
The Profile of Mood States @OMS) tool was designed to gather if,formation
aboutthemoodofathletesatrdnon-athletesalike(Henschensen,Horvat&French,1984)'
Morgan (1980) stated that *of all the psychological tests my colleagues and I have
experimented with, we have found that the PoMS is the most predictive of athletic
success" (p.7). This assessment measues an individual's mood, which is a component of
psychological well being (campbell, 1995). This assessment is comprised of65 items,
eich with a 4 point intensity scale. Test questions address six mood states/areas of an
individual: Tension-Anxiety, Depression-Dejecdon, Anger-Hostility, vigor-Activiry,
FatigueJnerti4 and confi.rsion-Bewilderment. The assessment requests that the
participant report the way he or she has felt within the week before administration,
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including the time of taking the POMS (McNair' Inrr & DropplemarL 1992) 
(see
Appendix A).
The POMS was originally designed to assess the mood state of outpatient
psychiatric patients. It is also dppropriirte for use with normal subjects 18 years 
or older
(McNair et al., 1992). This test was standardized on normal adults' college students' and
psychiatric outpatients. The POMS has also been irsed in research regarding 
sport'
exercise, cancer patients, and confiol-drug studies (McNair et al '' 1992)'
AstudydoneattheNationalAgin!Rese'archlnstituteexaminedthereliability
andvaliclityofthePoMSoncommrrnitydwellingolderadults.Thestudyfoundthat
intemar consistency for the poMS was excellent. Using cronbach's arpha 
coefficients'
intemal consistency was .9 for depression-dejection' '89 for tension-anxiety' '87 
for
fatigue, .86 for vigor and anger-hostility, and '84 for confusion-bewilderment 
(Gibson'
1997).ThisissimilartotheinternalconsistencyreportedinthePOMSmanual:'92-'90
fortension-anxiety,.g5fordepressiondejection''92-'g3foranger-hostility''89-'87for
vigor,.94'.gSforfatigue'and'87-'34forconfirsion-bewilderment(McNatetaJ'1992)'
A study at the National Aging Research lnstitute showed that the POMS had concurrent
validity with the Geriatric Depression Scale, Spielberger State Anxiety Inventory' and the
Irritability Depression-Anxiety Scale (Gibson, 1997)' The POMS also has concurrent
validity with the Beck Depression test, the Marffest Anxiety Scale' and other mood
assessments (McNair et al., 1992). Examination of the construct validity determined that
the POMS is an appropriate test to use to gather data on mood as a component of
psychological well being (Gibson' 1997)'li
l,
l
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Data AnalYsis
Data was entered into the Statistical Package for Social Sciences 
10'0 (SPSS)
computer program fot analysis' The significance level was set at 
p : '05' Correlation
strength was determined with r or t values as follows : '00 - '25 indicated 
littlb if any
ftrgth .26 - -4gindicated low strength; '50 - '69 indicated moderate strength; '70 - '89
indicated high strength; and '9p - l'00 indicated very high strength 
(Munro' 2001)'
t-
Type of impairmen! level of competition' ttlpe of sport participatiorq 
gender' and
whether the impairment was congenital or.acquired was entered into 
the SPSS as nominal
data Age of impairment (if acquired), age' and-years ofpaiticipation in adapted athletics
were entered into the SPSS as iiterval data The POMS and the ASPP 
yielded
quantitative, ordinal data. Scores from POMS were taken from each 
of the mood factors:
Tension-Anxiety, OLpreslioh-Oeiection, Anger-Hostiitity' Vigor-Activity' 
Fatigue-Inertia'
and Confusion-Bewilderment' A total score for the POMS' calculated 
as per manual
instructions was used in analysis' A mean scole of the total ASPP 
score was obtained by
calculating the mean of the 12 domains of the ASPP as per manual 
instructions' A total
"competencyscore"wasobtaine4whichwdsthemeanofallofthedomainfactorscores
except the global ielf-concept factor' Each of the 12 d6slains was also analyzed
individually. [n order to determine if there was a difference between levels of
psychological well being of athletes with congenital body impairments and those bf
athleteswithacquiredbodyimpairmerrts,theresearcherutilizedanindependentttest
parametriccomparisonofthefollowingvariables:TotalscoresofASPP'..competency
score" of ASPP, individual sub'scale scorcs of ASPP and POMS' and total score 
of the
POMS.
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Inordertodeterminetherelationshipbetweenlevelsofcompetitionand
psychological well being, a Kendall Tau B' a non-parametric corrclation 
test' was used
withthefollowingvariables:Competitionlevelwith(a)totalscoresofASPP;(b)domain
scores of ASPP; (c) total of POMS scores; (d) sub-scale scorcs on the POMS' 
A Kendall
Tau B correlation test was also used with the folowing variables: Hours of 
participation
insportaweekwith(a)totalscoresofASPP;(b)domainscoresofASPP;(c)andtotal
score of POMS; (d) as well as subscale scores on the POMS' A Pearson product 
moment
correlation was calculated between months ofthe year of participation and 
(a) total scorcs
of ASPP; @) domain scores of ASPP; (c) total POMS score; (d) as well as subscale
scores on the POMS. A Pearson product moment correlation was also calculated 
between
years ofpanicipation and (a) total scores ofASPP; @) domain scores ofASPP; 
(c) total
POMS scores; (d) as well as subscale scorcs on the POMS'
A Cronbach's alpha'was calculated to determine if ihere was any sipificant
difference in the mean scores of the dorirainls of the'ASPP for all of the athletes'I t 1 
luu^Pno^ t
Athletes completed tie assessments voluntarily' and it was assumed that they
answered the questions honestly arid accuraltely. It was assumed that the coach's 
presence
did not influence the responses Erye+ and that the assessments accurately measured 
the
athlete's psychological well being.
Limit at i ons and Cr itique
There were several limitations to this study' The small number of participants
G!:24) may have limited the reliability and generalizability of this study' This study
utilizedasampleofconvenienceratherthanarandomsample.InadditiorLtherewasnot
L.
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an eoual distribution 6f athletEs ainong the cornpetitioT levels' This 
may have been a
'l
conforrndingfactorindataanalysis.Infurtherresealcb'thisfactorshouldbecontrolledto
obtainamoreaccuratercpresentationoftherelationshipsanddifferencesinvariables'as
well as improved generalizability and reliability of the data'
The athletes were asked to place the completed demographic survey' 
POMS"and
ASPP into a sealed envelope to retum to the coach to ensure confidentiality' 
For reasons
unlnown to the researcher, not all of the assessment materials were retumed 
in sealed
enielopes. Therefore, knowing that the coach might have seen the assessments' 
it is
possible that some of the athletes may have answered the questions in a way 
that they
thoughtwouldbesociallyacceptable.Therefore,itispossiblethatthedatawasnotatrue
representation of the athletes' true thoughts and feelings'
Theresearcherobtained25%ofthesurveysbydistributingandcollectingthemin
person at the Greek Peak adaptive skiing program' The prcsence of the researcher may
havebeenathreattoconfidentiality,andmayhavecausedtheathletestoanswerinaway
that was sociallY accePtable.
There were two surveys in which athletes skipped some of questions on the
ASPP. In these cases, the mean score for each domain was obtained by calculating the
scoresthatwerepresent.However,thismayhavelimitedthereliabilityofthescores.
There were various limitations on the demographic survey' One of the items for
athleteswithacquiredbodyimpairmentswasworded..ageofimpairrnent''.Thisitemwas
intended to determine the age at which the person'became impaired' However' the
wording ofthe question was ambiguous, anit appeared to be frequently misinterpreted by
the respondents. This was detenirii#by the fact that several reqirndents with congenital
tr
I
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body impairments ctaimed that the age of the impairment was equal 
to his or her age'
Therefore this item was not considered in statistical analysis' If this study 
were repeated'
wording foi this item would $s changed to "age at initiation of impairment'" 
Another
limitation in the demographic survey pertains to the "level of competition" 
item' The
levels did not account for athletes who participated on a recreational level' 
Therefore'
athletes who participated at a recreational level werb grouped into the community
competition level of competition' This may have caused a misrepresentation 
of the actual
levels of competition. fn futuie &udies, it is ftbririrmended that the demographic 
s,rvey
also have a category for the recreational level of competition'
t'
I
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Chapter W
Results
ParliciPdt ls
Twenty four completed survey packets were retumed' 
The age range of the
participants was 18-60, with a mean age of 30'87 (SD = 4'a!' There 
were seventeen
(70.87") malis and seven Qg'zy|females' Twelve (507o) of the participants had
congenital body impairments, and twelve (5070) had acquirecl body 
impairments' Of the
participants, nine (37.57") had cerebral palsy' five (20'87o) had a spinal cord 
injury' three
(12.57d had an amputation, three (12 '5%) had a muscular degenerative disease' 
two
(8.37o) had reflex sympalhetic dystiophy @SD)' and two (8'3%) were classified 
as
"other". Among the participants, six (2570) engaged in the sport 
of archery' five (20'80/0)
engaged in the sport of boccia' five Ql'Sy')engaged in the sport of sklng' 
one (4'2Yo)
engaged in the sport of powerhockey' one (4'27o) engaged in the sport 
of running' and six
(25o/o) engagd'nmore than one sport' Of the participans' eight (33'37o) 
were involved
in sports at a community level, one (4'27o) was involved in sports at the 
regional level'
three(12.57o)wereinvolvedin.spbrtsatthenationallevel,andtwelve(507o)were
involved in sPorts at the intemational level' ' -
The range of yeriis i, *tiifirc 
",fietes 
hzi.d particrpated in sports was 0-30 years,
withamejrrrof10.42years(SD:7.27).oftheparticipants,eleven(45.8%o)engagedin
sports l-4 hours a week, eight (3i'370) engaged in sports 4-8 hours a week' two (8'3%)
engaged in sports 8-I2 hours a week, two (8'370) engaged in sports 12-16 hours 
a week'
- 
,l *
and one (4.27o) engaged in sports teZO hJurs a week' The range of months 
of the year in
which the participants engaged in sports was 0-12 months' with a mean 
of 9'08 (SD:
"I
rj
1
I
I
I
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4.45) months. of the participants with acquired impairments' 6 (50%) engaged in sports
before they became imPaired.
Research Question #1- Diferences in psychological well being
Anindependentttestwasrunt6findsigrrificantdifFerencesinscoresforat}iletes
with acquircd and congenital body impainnents' No sigrificant differences were found
betweenthescoresfromthetotaloftheASSPdomains,totalscoreonthePoMS,global
setfwortb, sociability, job competence, nuturance, athletic competence' physical
appmrance, adequate provider, morality, household managemen! relationships'
intelligence, sense of humor, tension, depression, anger, vigor' fatigue' or confision 
(see
Table l).
Research Question #2- Relationship between level of sport comPetition 
and
p sychological w ell b eing
Therewasasigrificantnegativecorrelationoflowstrengthberw,eenglobalself
worth and horns of participation in a week (t: -'353' p: '035)' There was a sipificant
negativecorrelationoflowstrengthbetweenjobcompetenceandhoursofparticipationin
a week(t = -.348, p = .045). There was a sigttificant negative correlation of low strength
between intelligence and hours of participation in a week(t = -'359' p : '036)'
There was a significant positive correlation of low strength between hours of
participation il a week and tension (t : .349, p = .036). There was a sipificant positive
correlation of low strenglh between hours ofparticipation a week and confirsion (t :
.a73, p: .005).
{-;
,'tlit 'rit. f \
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Table I : Mean Scorcs and Independent t-Test Comparison of the Psychological
Well Being of Athletes with Congenital and Acquired Body Impairrnents
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I
I
t
t
M€adSD
Corlgenitsl
(r:12)
M€an/ SD
Acquired
(n= r 2)
df p
(2 taild)
I
I
I
Totsl ASPP
Comp€torcy (ASPP)
Global Self-Worth
Sociability
Job Competence
Nurturdnc€
Athletic Compctcnc€
Physical Appearancc
Adequate Provider
Morality
Household Managoment
Relalionship
IntclligsDc€
Scnse ofHumor
Total POMS
Tension
Depression
Anger
Vigor
Farigue
Confusion
3.18 I .46
3.15 I .46
3.1t I .57
3.31 I .56
3.35 /.5t
3.21 I .7E
2.65 I _52
3.2) I .79
2.90 I .73
3.19 t .6
z.vz I .6t
3.M t .73
3.3s 1 .70
3.46 I .6
19.83 t 2i.96
9.421 5.21
t.25 / 8.51
9.00 / 6.3r
21.83 / 5.34
8.25 I 5.85
6.75 I 3.47
1.O5 I .41
3.05 t .19
3.021 .75
3.19 t .75
3.08 t .42
3.52 I .38
2.65 t .EA
2.69 I .67
2.E3 I .90
3.41 I .4E
2.73 LE2
2.99 I .6
3.24 I .49
3.23 I .6't
39.50I 37.89
12.17 I 6.15
14.08 / 12.01
t2.E3 I 8.U2
t8.17 I 6.52
10.5E / 5.81
8.00 / 5.4r
.7M
.577
t.149
.44
r_315
- 1.00E
-.024
1.795
.208
-r.0e1
.639
.270
.4n
.975
-1.520
- l. tE2
-1.373
-t.301
t.507
-.981
-.674
.4t9
.570
.l6l
.649
.203
.324
.98t
.086
.837
.299
.529
.789
.63E
.340
.r43
.250
.tE4
.207
.t46
.33',1
.507
D
22
22
22
20
22
22
D,
22
n
22
a't
,,,,
22
a',
/2
22
22
D,
22
22
Note. Scores for the ASPP are based on a scale of I to 4.
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There were no significant correlations between hous ofparticipation a week and
total ASPP score, competency in ASPP, total POMS score, sociability, nuhrance, athletic
competence, physical appearance, adequate provider, morality, household managemen!
relationships, sense ofhumbr, depressidn, anger, vigtr, or fatigue (see Table 2).
t ' . )l
There were no sigrificant correlations between the levels of compdtition and the
following items: global self worth, sociability, job competetrce, nuturance, athletic
competence, physical appearance, moralityl, household management, relationships,
intelligence, sense of humor, tension, depression, anger, vigor, fatigue, confirsion, total
score on the ASPP, competency on the ASPP, or total score on the POMS (see Table 2).
There was a sigrificant positive correlation of low strength between years of
participation and confirsion (r : .407, p : .048). There were no sigr.ificant correlations
between years ofparticipation and the following items: global self worth, sociability, job
competence, nuturance, athletic competence, physical appearance, adequate provider,
morality, household managemen! relationships, intelligence, sense ofhumor, tension,
depression, anger, vigor, fatigue, confirsion, total ASPP score, or the total pOMS score
(see Table 3). There were no significant correlations between the number of months in
participation in a year and the following items: global self wort[ sociability, job
competence, nuturance, athletic competence, physical appearance, adequate provider,
morality, household management, relationships, intelligence, sense ofhumor, tension,
depressiorl anger, vigor, fatigue, con_fusion, total score on the ASpp, competency score
on ASPP, or the total score on the POMS (see Table 3).
f'",t
I
t
I
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Table 2: Kendall's Tau-B Non-ParameEic Correlation ofPsychological Well being and Competition Level
and Hours of Participation in a Week
+ Competition t evel Hours ofParticipation in a Week
Tdral ASpP
Competency ASPP
Global Self-Worth
Sociability
Job Competence
Nurfi.Irance
Athletic Competence
Physical Appearance
Adequate Provider
Morality
Household Management
Relationsh ips
Intelligence
Sense ofHumor
TOTAI POMS
Tension
Depression
Anger
Vigor
Fatigue
Confirsion
T
.000,
.000
.ol4
.043
-.039
.109
.099
.289
-.3 r6
-.175
-.245
-.029
-.101
.r56
.081
.069
-.014
-.091
-.1 l5
.o32
.126
P
t.000
1.000
".934
.803
.823
.s38
.563
.w2
.w2
.316
.ts2
.868
.560
.373
.9r3
.681
.935
.5U
.494
.848
.459
r
.214
-.197
-.353
-.037
-.348
-.04E
.009
-.193
-247
-.203
-.?37
.078
-.359
-.014
.306
.349
.27 t
.t46
-.240
.2E6
.473
p
.189
.228
.035 r
-E28
.045 .
.7E3
.957
.255
.139
.239
.160
.95
.036 '
.935
.061
.036 r
.l0l
.37 5
.t46
.08s
.005 *.
Notc. (.) pS.05, ('+) p < .01.
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Table 3: Pearson's Parametric Correlation ofPsychotogical Well being and Years ofParticipation and
Months of Participation in a Year
Years of Participation Months of Participation
i
I
1
I
I
,I
I
TOTAI ASPP
Competency on ASPP
Global self worth
Sociability
Job competency
Nurturance
Athletic mmpetellce
Physical appearance
Adequate provider
Morality
Household management
Relationsh ips
Intelligence
Sense ofHumor
Total POMS
Tension
Depression
Anger
Vigor
Fatigue
Confusion
r
.003
.026
-.205
.l9l
.058
.l l6
.o52
-r00
-.196
-.123
-.182
-.003
.041
.2t4
.291
.0E8
.352
.344
-.104
.041
.4Vt
P
.9t7
.902
.386
.372
.789
.589
.to9
.gl" -
.358
.567
.394
lseo
.848
.316
.168
.68r
.0v2
.100
.627
.850
.048 .
r
-.202
-.IEE
-.256
-. r69
-.2U
-.081
-.206
.t 0l
-.?09
-.341
-.098
.060
.082
.063
.060
-.012
-.18E
-.153
.t76
.281
p
.343
.379
227
.43t
.340
.707
.335
.96'l
.328
.103
.647
.7E0
.296
.7U
.768
.7E0
.955
.380
.475
.410
.183
Note.(*)p<.05
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Addi tionat informatibn
A Cronbach's alpha resulted in an alpha of(o=0.8792) between the participants
scores on the domains of the ASPP. This indicated thar there were no significant
differences between the mean domain scorcs of the ASPP.
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Discussion
, Porticipants
This study explored the psychological well being of24 athletes with body
impairments. These athletes participated in archery, boccia, skiing, powerhockey, and
running.a,side from the cunent study, Campbell (1995) is the only other researcher that
has addressed thg comfarison of the psychological well being of afhletes with congenital
and acquired body impairments. Campbell & Jones (1994) were the only other
rcsearchers who directly addressed the relationship between levels of sport competition
and psychological well being in athletes with body impairrnents. The current study used
categories of competition similar to those used in both Campbell's (1995) and Campbell
& Jones (1994) studies. Participants in CamFbell's (1995) study werc distributed evenly
across four competition levels, whercas participants in the Campbell and Jones (1994)
study wer€ not equally distributed (60% participated at intemational and national levels
and 40% participated at rcgional and recreational levels). Athletes in the current study
were not equally distributed tbroughout the levels of competition. Of the participants,
50% participated in sports at an intemational level, while the remainiirg 50% participated
in sports at community, regional, and national levels. Results indicated that although half
of the athletes competed at elite (international) levels, athletes did not necessarily spend
excessive amounts of time practicing and in competition. This may not be congruent with
the habits of elite athletes without impairments who may participate in sports for a large
portion of the day. However, athletes in this study participated in sports for an average of
9.08 months out of the year, and have participated in sports for an average of 10.42 yean.
5l
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The amount of time spent participating in sports was not addrcssed in Campbell's (1995)
study. The significant length of time involved in the sports suggests that athletes in the
current study consider sport participati6n to be a part of their lives and daily routine.
In both this study ant Campbell's (1995) study, about halfofthe population had
congenital body iripairments, and half ofthe population had acquired body impairments.
The majority of participants in this'study, as well a6'in Campbell's (1995) study, were
male. Participants had similaitypes of impairments in the nvo studies.
Previous use of the POMS indicated that elite athletes often display the "iceberg
profile" (Morgan, 1980), in which the athletes scored below the 506 percentile in the
areas oftension, depression, anger, fatigue, and confi:sion, while they scored above the
506 percentile in the area of vigor. Athletes in the current study did not display the ice-
6erg profile. However, all of the athletes in this study were not elite athletes. The scores
followed the trend of the iceberg profile, but may have been influenced by the small
number of athletes in the sample, as well as the varying levels of comp€tition.
Comparison of mean scores of this population to the adult normative samples (see
Table 4) suggested that males in this study have higher overall mood disnrbance than the
male norms. This is surprising, considering that sport participuion is known to enhance
mood for athletes with body impairments (Campbell & Jones, 1994; Paulsen et al., 1990;
Greenwood et al., 1990). However, these norms were based on adults without
impairments who were part of a smoking cessation progam. The presence of an
impairment has been shown to increase mood disnubance (Hancock et al., 1993; Livnbh
& Antonak, 1994). Results of this study suggested that the negative impact of impairment
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Table 4: Comparison of POMS Scores to Adult Norms
Female Female Scores Male Norm Male Scores
Total POMS
Tension
Depression
Anger
Vigor
Fatigue
Con-frrsion
13.4
12.8
10.2
9.7
14.9
8.4
7.3
30.4
10.4
10.5
I 1.3
19.0
9.7
7.4
27.2
12.3
8.3
9.2
16.3
7.0
6.7
36.5
10.9
11.4
10.7
20.4
9.3
7.4
Norm (n:7) (n:17)
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on mood was not completely reversed by the positive effect ofparticipation in sports on
an athlete's mood. This suggested that although sport participation enhanced the mood of
athletes with body impairrnents, the impact may not have improved the mood sufficiently
to match that of the norms of non-impaired non-athletes. From p,revious research, one
would propose that ifthe scores of the participants of this study were compared to the
scores of non-athletes with body impaiments, the scores of the athletes of lhis study
would indicate lower mood disturbance than the contol (Campbell & Jones, 1994;
Paulsen et al., 1990; Greenwood et al., 1990). This topic requires firther research.
The normed score for the Adult Self-Perception Profile (ASPP) was 3. The mean
ASPP scores for this study were all very close to the norm (see Table l). There werc no
scores that were significantly higher or lower than the other scores on the ASPP.
However, it should be noted tt ut ri*;r"S oir'uit tetic competence (2.65) were somewhat
lower than scores in the other domains of the ASFlf. fnir 
-uy nuue indicated thatl
although these athletes were bbnefiting from spo-rt farticipation, they may not have
l
necessarily felt as competent in their perfonnance in sports as they did in the other areas
of their lives. This may be beca:use the athletes' perception of athletic competence was
based on the societal view of athletic competence according to the standards and
performance of non-impfirEd athletes.'Ii n6'y be that th-e atirletes of this study did not
perform according to these societal standards due to body impairmen! resulting in lower
scores in perceived competence of ath.letic ability.
Research Question #I- Diferences in psychological well being
Previous studies have reported differences in the psychological attributes,
motivation, and well being of persons with congenital body impairments and acquired
+I
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body impaiments (Campbell, 1995; Znrin/r, 1992; Huurre & Aro, 2000). Based on these
studies, it would be expected that atl etes with acquired body impairments would display
higher l6vels of psychological well being than athletes with congenital body impairments.
However, no statistically significant differences in psychological well being between
alhletes with congenital body impairments and athletes with acquired body impairments
were found in this study. Sport participation has been know[ as a meaningfirl occupation
that has had a positive impact on athletes with body impairments (Hanson et al., 2000,
Taylor & McGruder, 1996, & Paulsen, French & Sherrill,1990). It may be possible that
sport has a similar impact on the psychological well being of both populations. Campbell
arid Jones (1994) suggested that athletes competing at more competitive levels had higher
levels of psychological well being. Most of the participants with congenital body
impairments in this study participated in sports at more competitive levels, while the
majority of athletes with acquired body impairments participated in sports at less
comp€titive levels. The fact that higher psychological well being is associated with
higher skill levels of competition may have impacted the results. It is possible that the
athletes with congenital body impaiments were able to overcome the low psychological
well being reported by Campbell (1995) because of their higher skill levels of
competition in sport. It is possible that an increase socialization, incrcased levels of
physical fitness, or increased feelings ofmastery were contributing factors in the
increased psychological well being ofthese athletes. Future research, particularly of
experimental design, is needed to further explore this topic.
Although there were no statistically sigrificant differences between athletes with
congetrital body impairments and atlrletes with acquired body impairments, it should be
I r,
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not€d that the arhletes with acquired body impairments had higher scorcs in tension,
I t
depression, anger, confision, and fatigue, and lower scores in vigor, global self worth,
sociability, job competence, household managemen! rclationships, and sense of hrimor
than did athletes with congenital body impairments. Scores suggested tha! in this.
particular sample, athletes with congenital body impairrnents may have had higher lwels
ofpsychological well beirig, especially in the area ofphysical appearance, than athletes
with acquired body impairments. This confounds Campbell's (1995) findings. However,
the abundance of highly competitive athletes in this group of atbletes with congenital
body impairments may have impacted the results due to the direct correlation of
competition level with psychological well being (Campbell & Jones, 1994). Penons with
acquired body impairments go through a psychological adjusment to the impairment
(Livneh'& Anonak, 1994). It is possible that the participants in this study had not reached
fi:Il acceptance of the impairnen! especially the impact of the impairrnent on body
image. Unfortunately, this study was not able to accurately record the amount of time
each athlete had been impaired. Further research using a larger sample and comparing
athletes of the same competition level is recommended.
It has been reported that athletes with congenital body impairments have been
socialized differcntly into sports, and are motivated by different factors to participate in
sports (zorintq 1992). It is possible that socialization and motivation of athletes are
related to psychological well being. Further tesearch is needed to determine if differences
in socialization or differences in impairment affect psychological well being'
!= 
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Research Question #2- Relaionship b€tween level of sport competition and psychotogical
; well beingt
There was no statistically significant correlation between competition level and
psychological well being (see Tabld 2)..These results did not support the claim that levels
of|sychological well being and competition levels are directly reldted (Campbell &
Jones, 1994). There was not an even distibution among the participants at different
levels of competition in this study, which may have influenced the results. The majority
of the athletes participated in sports at community and intemational competition levels.
There were very few athletes who participated at the refional or national competition
levels. This unequal distibution, particularly with high concentrations of athletes at both
endb of the spectrum of competition, may have impacted the results of the test. As
mentioned previously, most of the athletes with congenital body impairments (53 .3%)
participated at the national and intemational competition levels, while most of the
athletes with acquired body impairments (58.3%) participated at the regional and
community competition levels. Previous studies suegested that athletes with acquired
body impairments have had higher levels of psychological well being than arhtetes with
congenital body impaimrents (Campbell, 1995). Thereforc, the results of this study may
not accurately have represented the relationship between level of competiti6n in sport and
psychological well being. It is possible that it is the sport participation itself, rather than
the level of competition that has a positive impact on psychological well being. It is
recommended that future shrdies explore the relationship between the well being of
athletes and competition level using a larger sample that is evenly distributed among the
levels of competition. Further exploration of this topic should be done on a population of
rJ'
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athletes with similar (either congenital or acquired) body impairments in order to confrol
for the confounding variables related to proposed differences in psychological well being
between the groups.
This study yielded a negative correlation btween ofhours of participation a week
(including practice and competition) and psychological well being. These results were
contrary to Campbell & Jones (1994) suggestion that levels of competition in sport and
psychological well being were direcfly related. There was not an even distribution of
athletes among the hours of participation a week in the current study. The unequal
distribution ofthe participants, and the fact that hours are measured categorically may
have affected the'sensitivity of the results. Most of the athletes participated 8 hous a
week or less, which suggested that the elite athletes did not spend excbssive amounts of
time participating in the spors. This may have been different from the non-impaired
athletes in similar studies. It is also possiblel that the longer the athletes with acquired
J
body impairments participated in the spor! the morb discouraged they became with their
performance, as it did not improvt o. '.""t tn" .turiauiot of athletic success, according to
society's norms. It is suggested that firther research be conducted to explorc the
relationship between hours of sport participation and psychological well being using an
e4ually distributed population of atbletes and a numerical report of hours per week to
gather the data Also, in order tL eisure ,ralidity, fiuther research on this topic is needed
with a sample of atl etes who have either a congenital or an acquired body impairment in
order to control for the impact that type of impairment may have on psychological well
being (Campbell, 1995).
I.t
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There was a negative correlation between years ofparticipation and global self
woilh (see Table 3). There was also a positive correlation btween years of participation
aod [evels of confirsion from the POMS (see Table 3). These findings were surprising,
considering the documented relationship between levels of sport competition and
psychological well being (Campbell & Jones, 1994; Hopper 1984; Greenwood et al.,
1990). However, it is possible that a lack of improvement or consta.nt comparison to
societal norms caused conf:sion and aUecrease in self-wor[r in the alhletes. Campbell
and Jones (1994) did not adilress the variable of years ofparticipation in their study. It is
possible that the number of years of fficipation did not afi"ct psychological well being,l*
and that it was the current sport participation that mos afec's the psychological well
being of the athlete. FurtherFesearch of this rclati.'onship is needed using a larger sample
t, !
with an equal distribution of arl etes dnong the levels of sport competition.
+ 1 Imilications for,Ociupatioial Therapy
This study provides a glirnpse of the occupation of sport and the psychological
wellness ofa specific client population. It is important that occupational therapists have
knowledge ofthe characteristics of different types of occupations, as well as an
understanding of the expected outcomes ofthese occupations with diferent client
populations. The psychological well being of the athletes in this study was similar to that
of the norm of individuals without an impairment (Harter & Messer, 1986; McNair, l,on
& Droppleman., 1992). This suggests that sport participation did help athletes in
overcoming the negitive psychological impacts of a body impairment, supporting
existing research about the positive impact of the occupation of sport on psychological
well being. According to the Model of Human Occupation, it could be then theorized tlat
I
t
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positive effects of sport participation on an individual's personal causation, habihration,
or performance capacity cause change in the human subsystem, thus atrecting
performance in future occupation (Kielhofoer, 2002b). As suggested above, socialization
and motivation are related to sport participation. Furttrer cause-effect research about the
effects of socialization, motivation, and actual sport performance on psychological well
being may give therapists firther understanding ofthe dynamics of rhe hrunan system in
relation to the occupation of sporL
In a therapeutic setting, it is most Iikely that sport is used on a recreational or
community level. The findings of this study suggest that the use of sport at all
competition levels could be effective as a therapeutic tool. If level of competition in
sports is directly related to psychological well being as suggested by Campbell & Jones
(1994), then it behooves therapists to encourage sport participation at more competitive
levels for clients who show an interest in this occupation. However, frrrther research on
this topic is needed.
I]
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Chapter VI
Conclusion
Twenty-four atl etes with body impairments completed a demographic survey, the
Adult Self-Perception Profile, and the Profile of Mood States. There were no significant
diflerences between the psychological well being of athletes with acquircd body
impairments, and that of athletes with congenital body impairments. This is contrary to a
previous study that reported that ath.letes with acquired body imnairments have higher
levels of psychological well being than athletes with congenital body impairments. It is
possible that there were no differences in psychological well being between the groups
due to similar levels of acceptance of impairment and performance for all of the athletes
in the study, regardless of the type of impairment. Another previous study rqiorted that
athletes who participate in sports at a more competitive level have higher levels of
psychological well being than athletes who participate in sports at a less competitive
Ievel. Thercfore, the findings ofrhis'study may have been confounded by the fact that
therc was an unequal distribution ofathletes,mong various levels of competition in
sporl ln order to obtain an accurate representation of-n1;cholosical differences in these
populations, firther rcsearch is needed with an"eQual n'iuirtrei of atlletes with each twe of
impairment who participate in sports at the same level.
There was no relationship found between the level of competition in sport and
psychological well being as had been reported in previous studies. This finding may have
been confounded by two factors. Firsq there was an unequal distribution ofthe athletes
among the levels of competitio4 and it is possible that this weakened the statistical
analysis. Secondly, a previous study reported that athletes with acquired impairments had
I
I
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I **"r psychological well being than athletes with congenital body impainnents. Most of
the athletes with congenital body impairments participated at the national and'
intemational Ievels of sport. Thercfore, the results may not have been an accurate
representation of the entire population. However, it is possible that the level of sport
competition is not related to psychological well being in athletes with body impairments,
as indicated by this study. It could also be that the athletes who participated at higher
levels of competition became frustrated with lack of improvement and inability to meet
societal standards for sport participation, and thus did not achieve the increased
psychological well being rcported in elite athletes. In order to discover ifthere is indeed a
relationship between the level of sport competition and psychological well being, firther
research is needed using participants who have the same type of impairment with an
equal distribution of atl etes among the levels of sport competition.
This study was designed to provide insight about the impact of sport participation
on a specific client population. Although many ofthe results were inconclusive, this
study offers ideas and improvements for firther research in the area of the impact of sport
participation, psychological well being of athletes, and the relationship between
psychological well being and various levels of sport competition.
The results of this study may also suggest that client centered therapy may be the
best approach to therapy. Client centered therapy focuses on the psychological well
being,'socialization, and specific needs of each clienL This approach to therapy may be
the most effective way to leam about and provide occupational therapy to clients with
body impainnents. Further investigation of sport and the psychological well being of
I I
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individuals with body impairments may aid therapists in delivering effective client
centered therapy.
t
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Abstract:
The purpose ofthis study is to determine if there is a difference in the psychological w-ell
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leto with congenital body fimction/snuctrre impaimrents and athletes with
*q,iir"a toay toction/strucilre impairments. This study will also invesigate the
relationship betrreen the athlete's level of sport participation and his/her psychological
","it t"ing. 
r"rti"ipants will be recruited fiom several adaptive sports programs, and will
have eithi a congenital or an acquired body fimction/stucture impairment. Partigipantl
will be asked to li-ll out a demognphic s,rvey, the Profile of Mood States (POMS), and
the Adulr Self perception nonti leslP) (see appendix B). The ASSP is comprised of
fiffy items with twelve sub-scales addressing sociability, job competence, nurtumnce,
arhietic competence, physical appearance, adequate provider, morality' household
.*ag"-*i intimaG rehtionships, inteltigence, humor, and general self self-esteem
(Harter, l9E6). The POMS is comprised of sixty five ircms that offer oneword
descriptions ofa feeling (i.e.- friendly, confirsd guilty ac.l tttet 6p scored on a five
point iikert scale according to how the person has been feeling in the past week (McNair,
Inrr, & Dropplema+ 1992\.
Proposed Date of Implementation: November l. 2002 throueh March I 5- 2003
Eliesha M. Iovell. OTS Carol John- M.Ed-. OTR/L
Print ofType Name ofPrincipal Investigator and Faculty Advisor
Signature (Use blue ink) Principal lnvestigator and Faculty Advisor
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1. General Information about the Study
r. Purpose: of the current study is to identif if there is a difference in the
psychological well being of athletes with congenital body
function/structure impairments and athletes with acquired body
function/structure impairments. This shrdy will also investigate the
relationship between the alhlete's level of sport participation and his/her
psychological well being.
Funding: The Ithaca College Occupational Therapy Departnent will
provide the funding for this project as part of their graduate student
budget.
Location: Suweys will be completed at the individual adapted sport sites.
All dara will be stored and analyzed in Smiddy Hall of Ithaca College-
Suncy Distribution and Time Period: The surveys will be distributed
via the United States Postal Service begioning in November 2002. Suweys
will be retumed by December 15,2002.
e. Expected Outcome: A presentation of this study will be given to faculty
and students ofthe Occupational Therapy deparhent and is open to the
Ithaca College community. Once the study is complete, ftrther steps may
be taken for publication in the American Joumal of Occupation or other
professional joumal.
Related Experience of the Researcher
The primary researcher has been an athlete for l0 years, and participated in the
adapted Ski prognm at Greek Peak during the 2000-2001 ski season. Research
and statistical analysis experience of the primary researcher includes Bioshtistics
(67G.39000), Research Methods (67249500) md Research Methods (672-
67000). In additioq the primary researcher has performed ar extensive literafixe
review on the Model of Human Occupation, sport as a meaningfirl occupation, the
psychological benefits of sPort participation, levels of sport participation"
psychological well being of non-athletes with congenital and ac4uired body
struchre and/or fi:nction impairmdrG, sport and the psychological well being of
at etes with coigenial and ac4uired physical body structu€ atrd/or fi:nction
impairments, the Profile of Mood States and the Adult Self Perception hofile.
Principal investigator, Carol Johru has been a research advisor for six previous
graduate occupational theripy students. She eamed a Master's degree in Exercise
Science in 192.
Benclits ofthc Studf
Results ofthe study will enhance current knowledge about the psychological well
being of athletes with acquired and congenital body structure/flmction
impairments. The knowledge gained from this study may be used to further the
practice of occupational therapy by giving practitioners insight about the
differences in psychological well being among different consumer populations,
and increasing occupational perfonnance and satisfaction of this population.
c.
d.
7.
Results may stimulate further researcher regarding efective and holistic
treatnent. No known benefits to the participants is expected except the
satisfaction in participating in research.
Description of the Subjects
a. Location: Subjects will be members ofvarious adapted sports programs,
and will complete the surveys al their respective locations.
b. Inclusionary Criteria: The participants will be over the age of l8' have
body fimction and/or structure impairments (either acquired or
congenital), will be currenfly participating in adapted sport
c Erclusionary Criteria: Participans will cognitively capable ofreliably
completing the surveYs.
d. Number of Participants: Surveys will be sent to 150-200 possible
participants. The researcher will attempt to receive at least 60 usable
surveys.
t-
Description of Subject Participetion
fne suqects witl voluntarily fill out the demographic suwey, Profile of Mood
States, and Adult Self- Perception Profilel These fonns will take about 35 minutes
to completel The "particiiriaits idll tE given the 3urveys with an attached
inuoduction/recnritment tiar offpage to cbmiilete. When the surveys are
completd they will be renrmed to the group facilitator in a sealed envelope. The
group facilitator will then send the suweys via mail to the primary researcher for
itatistical "nalysis. f - .- .. i
Ethicel Issues 
- 
Description
Risk of perticipation: Participants may feel uncomfortable about completing the
suweys. Participants hav6 the opti6n'bf refi.isilig tb participate in the study,
withdrawing from the study at any time, or refirsing to complete any of the
questions if they feel any discomfort, as indicated on the tear off
introductioiy'rccruitment page (See appendix A).
Recmitment of Subjects
Recruitment Procedurcs: A list of adapted athletic associations has been
obtained The attached recruituent letter will be sent to these associations
via e-mail (see ap,pendix A). Written directions, and a recruitment speech
to be read to the participants wifl be given to persons who distribute the
surveys (see appendix A). These directions will reques that suweys 6e
given to athletes who are copitively capable of reliably completing the
surveys. Participants will be given a tear-off intoduction/recruitment page
informing them about the study (see appendix A).
Inducement to Participete: There is no inducement to participate in this
study.
b.
i
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9.
Confidrirntiality/ Anonymity of Responscs
Therc will be no personal identirying iDformation on the surveys to ensure
anonymity of participants. Participants will be asked to place the completed
surveys in a sealed envelope to ensure confidentiality with the coach and other
participants. The collected data will be kept in a locked filing cabinet in Smiddy
Hall, Ithaca College.
Debrieling
Therc will be no formal deb,riefing following the study.
l0l Compensetory Follow-up
There will be no compensatory follow up for the current study.
lr +
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Recmiting Letter (to be sent to adapted athletic associations via e-mail)
Hi! My name is Eliesha Lovell. I am gradudte student in the Ithaca College
Occupational Therapy program. I am currently attempting to complete a thesis- I 
-
am studying the p"yihological *"ll being of arbletes with congenital and acquired
body function/structue impainnents who are 18 years of age and older. I am
writing to request that you ask members of your program to participate in my
study. I will have the athletes fill out a three-part questionnaire that includes
demographic survey, a Profile of Mood States, and the Adult Self-Perception
Profili to the participanG. These are paper and pencil tasks and will take about 35
minutes to complete. I will send the survey in the mail, and provide self addressed
envelopes so that you may r€tum the maGrials by January 7e. Participants may
rcfirse to participate, withdraw from the study at any time, or refuse to answer any
of the questions. The confidentiality and anonymity of the participants will be
"nsrr"d. 
This r"search has been approved by the Ithaca College All College
Human Subjects Review Board. Please let me know if you are interested in
presenting the idea to your group members. Thank You! ! !
Eliesha Lovell, OTS
347 Iansing Station Road
Lansing,NY 14882
607-5334903
Recruiting Stateinent (to b€ rcad to participants by group facilitators before
completion of the surveys)
Hello, my nams is Eliesha Invell. I am a graduate student in the Occupational
Therapy program ar Ithaca College. I am conducting research liir my masters
level thesii. This'study will attempt to look at how athletes feel about themselves.
If you agree to participate in this study, ytiu yill be'asked to fill out t}u€e items: A
demographic suwey, a Profile of Mood Surrx, and an Adult Self Perception
Profile. These surveys should take you about 35 minutes. Your anonymity and
confidentiality will be assured- Please seal the completed surveys in the envelopes
provided and retum them to yorn group leader. You can refiise to answer the
questions and withdraw from the study ar any time. Your participation in this
study will not afect your ability to participate in this program. Thank you for
sharing your time and energy.
Sincerely,
Eliesha tnvell, BS, Occupational Science
:! 
_ 
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Written Direction for Fscilitator
Eliesha t ovell
Occupational Therapy DePartuent
Ithaca College
953 Danby Road
Ithaca, NY 14850
Elieshalou@hotrrail.com
Coach or hogmm Advisor
Name of Program
Address
Date of Distribution
Dear Mr. or Ms. Advisor:
Thank you for taking the time and energy to present my rcsearch surveys to your athletic
participants. I have been an athlete for 10 years, and have a great interest in adaptd
ithl"tics. I have chosen to study the psychological well being ofarhletes with body
. structu€ atrd/or fi.rnction impairments. It is my hope that participants of your progElm
will be willing to assist me in completing my research'
t
.I Wtile distributing the surveys, please take the following infomntion iiito corsidErafion.
I . This project is designed to study the psychological well-being of athletes with body
structure and/or function impairmens ONLY.
o Please refrain from disributing this material to participants who cannot understandI fie material.
o Please remind participants that they may withdraw or refuse to participate in the
study, and that their participation will have no bearing on their participation in your
program.
o The suweys should take about 35 minutes to complete.
o Please remind participants to place and seal surveys in the included individud
envelopes to endure confidentiality.
I have enclosed a pre-addressd pre-paid envelope for your convenience. Please ask
participants to seal completed surveys in the individual provided envelopes and placc
thern in the large envelope. Please return the materials by mail beforc December l5h. The
rcsults of this study will be available at the Ithaca College Occupational Therapy library
in Ianuary 2004.
Thank you again for your time and energy.
Sincercly,
Eliesha M. lnvell, BS in Occupational Science
I r I .l:
j
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Reminder Letter
Eliesha Lovell
Occupational Therapy DeParhent
It}aca College
953 Danby Road
Ithac4 NY 14850
Elieshalou@hotnail.com
Coach or Program Advisor
Name of Program
Addrcss
Date of Distribution
Dear Mr. or Ms. Advisor:
Thank you again for your participation in my researc-h. I am writing this letter to
rernind you to retum-the cornpleted survlys by December I 56. I will be begi""iqg
statistical analysis in Januay 2fi)3.
l, ,trou need morc surveys or have further questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.Itr
I Thank you again for your time and energy.
Sincerely,
I Eliesha M. Lovell, BS in Occupational Science
t
fr
t
Reninder telephone call
Hello, this is Eliesha Lovell fiom the Ithaca College Occupational Therapy Departnent.
May I please speak with (Group Facilitator)? I want to thank you again for participating
in my resezuch. I am calling to remind yorr to send the completed surveyS as soon as
porribl", ifyou haven't alreadfdone so. Do you have any questions or concerns about
the surveys or my research? Thank you again. Good-bye-
tt',r r'rtr U:- ;r.
.,
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Introduction/Recruitment Tear+ff Face Page
I am conducting research to leam about the well-being of athletes with body
structure/firnction impairmens. I ask that you fill out the tbree surveys provided
only IF YOU ARE OVER THE AGE OF t8.
The demographic survey asks questions about your age, gender, functionr'structurc
impairmen! level of sport participatioq and years of sport participation.
The Profile of Mood States asks questions about your'tight nov/'mood.
The Adult SelfPerception Profile asks how you feel about your abilities and
performance in certain areas of your life, as well as how you feel about yourself
on a general basis.
To ensure youranonymity, DONOT WRITE YOURNAMEANYWHERE ON
THE SI,]RVEYS.
The surveys will take about 35 minutes to complete.
If you have difficulty with reading or writing, you may have help filling out the
surveys.
You may withdraw fibm the study at any lime, or choose not to alswer any
questions that make you uncomfortable.
Please rehrm thb dompleted surv'eys to,your co'*h or team supervisor in the
sealed envelope so that it may be sent to the rcsearcher. Doing this will indicate
your permission for me to use your information in my study.
If you have any questions you can contact my faculty supewisor, Carol Johr, at
(607)274-1374.
Thank you for your participation.
Eliesha M. Lovell
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Demographic Survey (General Information)
Age:_
Gender: MaIe
@lease Circle)
Describe your body impairment:
Female
I
I Were you bom with this impairment?
(Please circle) YES
Sport Participation
Name oi sport:
Number of years you have participated in this sport
Did you participate in this sport before your body was impaired?
(If applicable 
- 
please circle one)
YES NO
Where do you cofrpete? Commudty MatcheJToumaments
@lease circle one)
Regional MatcheJToumaments
National MatcheVToumaments
1 - Intemational MatcheVToumaments
1 On average, how much time do you spend in practice and competition each week?
@lease circle one)
14 hours a week
4-8 hours a week
8-12 houn a week
12-16 hours a week
I G20 hours a week
2Gr hours a week
NO
I
Ihe Adult Self-Perception Profile
Messer, B. Harter, S. (1986). Manaal for the Aduk *lf'Perception Profile' CO:
UniversitY of Denver.
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The Profile of Mood States
McNair, D.M., Lorr, M., Droppleman, L.F. (1992). Profile of Mood Stues Mamtal.
San Diego:EDITS Publistiing.
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NAME DATE
SEX: Male @ Female @
Below is a list of words tirat describe feelings people have. Please read each one carefully- Then fill in ONE
circle under the answer to the right whicH best lesiribes HOW YOU HAVE BEEN FEELING DUFIING THE
PAST WEEK INCLUDING TODAY.
The numbers reler to these phrases.
0 
= 
Noi at all
1 
= 
A little
2 
= 
Moderately
3=Ouiteabit
4 
= 
Extremely
- 
i=>
:.9,!Ec=otroo
--O= io= o :';z<=oui
. oo@@@21. Hopeless .
- 
i=>
ci= o r;z<Eo[i
4s.'Desperate . . OO@OO
coro o.P.@ z2.Retaxed. @O@@@ 46. srussish @OOO@
1 . Friendly .
2.rense..... ..@O@@@
- 
i; >
E=6=iz<=Clur
@o@o@
23. unworthy @O@O@
24.splerul . @O@O@
47. Bebellious ..... @O@@@
48. Helpless OOOO@
2s.Sympafletic . . . . . OO@@O
2G. uneasy . @O@OO
4e.weary. l....OOOO@
so.Bewildered . . .. . @O@@@
3.Ansry. @OOO@
4. worn out @O@@@
27- Flesttess OO@O@
28. Unable to concentr"t" @O @@ @
sl.Arert @O@O@
s2. oeceived @O@O@
s. unhappy OO@O@
6. crear-headed. . @O @O @
2s. Fatisued @OOOO
30. Helpfur . @O@@@
s3. Fudous . @O@O@
s4. Etricient. @O@@@
7. Livery. . @O@@@
8. confused. . . . @O@@@
31. Annoyed @OO@@
32. oiscourased . . . . . @O@@@
ss- rrustins. @O@@@
56.Fullorpep .. .. . @O@@@
9. Sorry ror things do"" . @O@OO
10. shaky. @o@o@
33. Flesentful OOOO@
34. Nervous. @O@@@
57. Bad-tempered ... OO@@@
ss.wonhtess. . . . . @O@@@
11. Listless . @O@@@
12. Peeved . @O@@@
3s. Lonery . OO@@@
36. Miserabte. . . . . . @O@@O
ss. Forsetrul @)O@O@
60. carelree @O@@@
13. considerate. . . OO@@@
14. sad. . @O@@@
37. Muddred @O@@O
38. cheerful OO@@@
61. renified. @OOO@
62. Guirty. . @O@@O
1s. Active. @O@OO
16. on edse (oO@OO
3s. Briter . OO@@@
40. Exhausted OO@OO
63. visorous @OOO@
64. Uncertain about tnings OO @@ O
i7. Grouchy OOOOO
r8. Brue. @o@@o
41. Anxious. OO@@O
42. Ready to risht. @O @@O
65. Bushed OO@OO
MAKE SUFE YOU HAVE
ANSWERED EVEFY ITEM(B 
"o,0,,
1e. Enersetic @O@O@
n r. \ r:\ ,,:\ /:\
43.Goodnatured. 
:::::
Ithaca College
350 Job Hall
Ithaca. NY'l 4850-70'l 2
1607'1274-3113(607) 274-3064 (Fax)
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Office ol tiii Provost and
Vice Presidenl lor
Academic Affairs
DATE:
TO:
IROM:
STJBJECT:
November 1,2002
.1 
,)
Eliesha Lovell, / 1 11:;4"I I'
Garry L. Bftifh#li{isociate Provost
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The All-College Review Boari for Human Subjects Research has received your request for review ofthe
above named proposal. The Board has completed fu review and has made the following stipulitions:
The directions for the facilitator should include an additional bullet stating that subjects muit be at
Ieast I 8 years ofage or older.
The Recruiting Statement under Apptix e snould be rewritten from the perspective of the group
faci I itator.
On the Tear-offCover Page ofthe survey, reriove the phrisE if you have difrculty \tith reading or
writing, you may hsve helpfilling o* the srvgrs. This statement has the potential to raise
confi dentiality issues.
Th6 Board also had the following consultative comment:
Grammatical or writing errors were noted throughout the proposal. The Board suggested caleful
editing prior to sharing this document more widely.
One copy ofthe revised proposal should be submitted to the Office of the Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs for review.
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Ottice of the Provost and
Vice President lor
Academic Atlairs
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Re:
Eliesha Lovell
C..a*" Program - Occupational Therapyi"i.J.r n"irrn ScienceJ and Human Performance
Ithaca College
Thank you for responding to the stipulations "^d" -Ol t,*-College 
Review Board for Hurnan
Subjects Research you are ulioJr"a ,o begin your 
projecl 
", 
*viir"". This approval wrll
rEmain in effect fo' o p"t'oo of ti"l"* totn tn" atte of authorization
After vou have finished the project' please complete the 
enclosed Notice-of-Completion Form
;J;.i"- it to mY ofEce for our files'
Best wishes on a successful studY'
SincerelY,
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Garrv L' Brodhead' Associate Provost;frt"i6;tt-* sou'a for Human Subjects Research
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